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THOUSANDS
•
GO TO WORK
a
4
4
CITIZENS VOLUNTEER THEIR
SERVICES IN CLEANING
UP THE CITY.
MANY SMALL TOWNS
ARE SUFFERING.
Appeal for Food, Ice and Mail, and
Modify Their Quarantine
Regulations.
BELIEF THAT FEVER HAS
BECOME LESS VIRULENT.
New Orleans, Aug. marked
change characterized the fever situa-
tion today, though an early morning
report of three deaths and eleven
caeca indicated the energy with which
the marine hospital service inspectors
are now at work in ferreting out the
nick. The surgeons ordered here by
Surgeon-General Wyman to assist
Dr. White are beginning to arrive.
Drs,Rupert Blue, E. M. Steger and
4 F. C. Smith being among thole whod
4
•
4
reported today. They will are once be
assigned to districts.
Inspectors of the health authorities
are experiencing seme refusals on the
part of families to agree to the screen
ing of rooms where there are sick
patients. If there is persistency in
this refusal it is expected that orders
will be issued to quarantine such
houses, permitting no one to come
In or go out. It; is believed that with
suds an alternative offered them none
will pat obstacles in the way of .cien-
tific treatment of the fever.
STREET CLEANING!
Great Campaign Inaugurated by Peo-
ple of New Orleans.
New Orleans, Aug. o—A great
street cleaning campaign was inaugu-
rated here early today and will con-
tinue until nightfall. Besides the paid
laborers of the city and the prisoners
from the jails and house. of retention,
thousands of volunteers took off their
coats and rolled up their sleeves and
went to work to give the city a thor-
ough scrubbing. Hundreds of carts
and wagons were employed in carry-
ing off the refuse.
The state board of health was in re-
ceipt of &deices from a numbilor of par
ishes today notifying it of their dis-
position to modify quarantine regula-
tions. A number of boards have con-
ferred at Lafayette and decided not
to interfere with the movements of
oessengers from non-infected points,
ho have health certificates, and from
infected points if they have served
time in detention camps and been re-
leased by the marine hospital service.
Restrictione were taken off freight
provided rs is shipped in fumigated
can. Full confidence was expressed
in the marine hospital service.
Towns Need Food and Ice.
Additional appeals have come from
the smaller towns for relief, so that
they may obtain foodsupplies and ice
<iueydan, La., and Logansport, La
are among the towns complaining.
The latter is on the Texas border, and
because of the Texas quarantine has
not had a train for seven days. Its
*supplies are nearly exhausted.
Baton Rouge is guarding against
possible infection by the erection of
at insolation hospkal. Work bpon it
ha- been rushed, and it will be ready
the moment a case is reported in that
vicinity. Alexandria, La., having less-
Aped the severity of her regulations,
I! -ohs been able to receive twenty pouch
es of delayed mail, but is still anxious
to secure outside newspapers describ-
ing the fever situation.
One Doctor to z,3oo People.
Gov. Blanchard has received an ap-
peal for assistance from Bon Ami,
La., where there have been two cases.
One has died and the other•is mori-
bund. There are 1,200 people in the
settleMent anifonly one doctor. Nurs-
es and doctors are desire. The gov-
ernor is doing all in his power to re-
lieve the situation.
All foreign immigration into New
Orleans is to be stopped until after
the fever is stamped out. Large num-
bers of Italian, immigrants were ex-
(meted here in September and October
but as the bringing in of thousands
of unacclimateci persons would be stn
ply to add fresh material for thietaAr
the immigration bureau will -arrange
for the diversion of the ships to other
ports onlecs by Out time there is no
longer a trace of the disease here.
Though the large lumber Of new
cases announced during the past twen-
ty-four hours had a discouraging ef-
fect, the reason given, that many of
them were cases left over from the
day before for investigation, was ac-
cepted as promiOing fewer cases today
The fact that the number of deaths
was less thin for some days past en-
couraged the belief that many of the
cases lately reported are not of the
virulent type which has played havoc
is: the ranks of the ignorant Italian
t.opulation.
Indignation Against Trade Vultures.
Coividerable indignation is felt by
merchants against' business houses in
other Southern cities which are seek-
ing to benefit by the local misfort-
Lnes, and bidding for trade in New
Orleans territory, by a misrepresents-
ton of the conditions here. One
house in Memphis, selling drugs, hat
sent out a circular in which it states
that "The deplorable yellow fever
conditions" prevailing in New Orleans
will continue until November 1, that
ilie jobbers here will be unable to
ss rye their trade, and that unusually
liberal terms will be offered if' the
trade is diverted to Memphis. Mer-
chants here say that the. no gen-
eral quarantine against freight, that
local conditions are not deplorable,
znd that, with the marine hospital
service in charge, there is every prob-
ability that within the next two weeks
all bars against shipments from New
Orleans, provided they are handled in
fumigated cars, will have been low-
ered.
WILL MODIFY QUARANTINE.
To Stop Unreasonable Action by
Small Sections.
New Orleans, Aug. 9.-1f the pres-
ent chaotic condition of quarantine
matters in Louisiana is mit speedily
terminated in obedience to a proclaim
tion issued, the state board of health
has announced its intention of imme-
diately invoking the civil powers, arid,
that failing, of asking Gov. Blanchard
to call out the militia and restore and
maintain order.
The proclamation resulted from the
letter sent yesterday by the governor
to President Souchon. The proclama
ton prohibits any town, parish or vil-
lage from refusing admission to a per-
son from a non
-infected localivy hold-
ir.g a health certificate not over twen-
ty-four hours old, or to a person from
an infected locality who has spent six
dayse in the detention camp and been
discharged with a marine hospital cer
tificate.
Interference with the passage of
steamboat. or traihs is forbidden un-
less they violate legal quarantine reg-
ulation'. No mail, freight or express
matter shall, under proclamation, be
refused from infected localities, pro-
vided it is carried in cars which have
been fumigated by the marine hospi-
tal service. All persons who disregard
these regulations, whether under the
semblance of boards of health or mass
meetings, are warned that they make
themselves liable to answer in the
courts.
It is announced that no more illegal
reovictions on travel or commerce
will be tolerated. It is understood
that the action taken by the board
has the full sympathy of Gov. Blan-
chard, and that as a result, at least in
Louisiana, there will be a moderation
of the present onerous quarantines.
SAILORS ALMOST STARVED. •
Fed Every Three Hours, but Kept
Calling for More.
Chester, Pa., Aug. 9.—Thirteen
Scotti,h sailors taken from the fever
stricken British steamship Barnton,
and now in the Chester hospital, tell'
a horrible tale of suffering. They say
that stores could not be procured in
the foreign ports, and when they were
at sea all the meat became unfit to
tat, but they either had to accept it
or starve. The men said, however,
than Capt. McGregor was not to
biome for the condition of the foodj
which spoiled after the vessel had left
shore. •
Alter the men entered the Chester
hospital they began to rave for food
and insisted on being given a full
meal. The doctors found that the
worst of their sufferings consisted in
being nearly starved to (teeth.
The patients are all doing well.
They are fed every three hours, their
diet comprising milk, soft-boiled eggs,
ortreals and broth. They eat raven-
ously, always calling for more.
POPE • SUFFERS FROM GOUT.
Physician Has 'Advised Him to Take
a Complete Rest.
01.•=••••••NOMM
Uncertain
JUST NOW BAD TIME FOR
FRENCH NAVAL VISIT
TO SOLENT.
New York. Aug, 9—The Pope was
reported yesterday, according to the
Rome correspondent of the Herald.
to be suffering severely from the
gout His physician, Dr. Lapponi, has
ordered him to take a complete rest.
Unable to Decide With Which
Cast Lot, England or
Germany.
Mangled Bodies
ARE STILL BEING TAKEN
FRQM WRECK OF ALBA-
NY STORE.
to Believed Certain That Fifteen
Twenty Bodies Still Remain In
the Debris.
Paris, Aug. 8.—The success of the
French naval visit to the Solent, which
weans a substantial strengthening of
the entente cordiale between. France
and Britain. ..omes at a bad moment
for the growth of the movement for a
rapprochement with Germany which
Las begun to take form in this coun-
try. It is impossible for the simplest
French minds not to draw a contrast
between Kirig Edward's dignified and
peace
-compelling actions and what
they cqnsider the kaiser's hasty and
il-advised interference with every sit-
ustjon thati confronts the European
poQtrs.
Leaders on the pro
-Britain side in
the increasing dispute as to whether
France would be better to draw near-
er to England or to Germany have
seized the occasion of almost every
public meeting, whatever the subject
under discussion, to insist upon a prac
t.cal understanding with England.
They declare that in the coining strug
gle tor European supremacy between
England and Germany, France will
hold the balance of power, so
that whichever country it aids is
bound vso be victorious. The danger
to France of German hegemony is
rot difficult to demonstrate to the sat
isiaction of many French minds in the
f .ce of the present conditions, though
thus far there is no national convic-
tion either way. The Moroccan con-
forennels expected to turn the scale
is the direction of Britain, s-ettling
what the Temps declares to be one
of this Most momentous problems
which dtodern France ha. had to face.
SENT TO JAIL FOR CONTEMPT.
--
Bankrupt Junk Dealer Fails to Pro-
duce $55,958 Demanded.
Springfield, III., Aug. 9.—Asthe
climax of a sensational legal contest
Jacob Cohen, a wealthy ionic dealer
of Jacksonville, Ill., who, on March
st, in the federal court, was adjudged
bankrupt, is now an inmate of Sange-
mon county jail. Last Thursday
Judge Humphrey ordered that Cohen
turn over to C. J. George, receiver in
bankruptcy, by to o'clock this morn-
ing, $55,958, which it was shown by
testimony that Cohen bad collected
and taken to Chicago .and deposited
in banks and afterward checked out.
Cohen declared himself unable to
account for the money except by in-
formation that he had lost the whole
sum gambling in Chicago and Terre
Haute, Ind. Failing to produce the
money he was ordered committed to
jail for contempt of court. Cohen ap-
peared in court today without the
money.
The Hon. Thomas Worthington, of
Jacksonville, representing certain
creditors, demanded that Cohen be
ordered to jail The lion. James M.
Graham, attorney for Cohen, stated
that it was not out of contempt of
court. that Cohen had failed to pro-
duce the sum in question, but that he
could not produce the money, and
that while Cohen's friends were will-
ing tif raise money to avert sending
him to jail, they are unable to raise
the sum in question. Judge Hum-
phrey thereupon ordered Cohen com-
mitted .to jail. Cohen scheduled lia-
bilities of $208,327 and assets of $102,-
066.
MILLION FOR UNCLE ANDY
If Carnegie's Nephew Wins the
Western Golf Championship.
or
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 9.—Thirteen
dead bodies, many of them mangled
almost beyond recognition, have been
taken from the ruins of the depart-
ment store of the John G. Myers
Company, which collapsed yesterd4.
The known death list, which last
night numbered only five, has been
more than doubled by the additions
today.
In addition to these it is almost
certain that fifteen or twenty bodies
still remain in the twisted mass of
beams, wires, plaster, brick and latfis
that was once the main portion of the
City's largest stores.
A day's work by skilled hands from
the wrecking crews of the New York
Central and Delaware and Hudson
railroads has resulted in removing
barely half the debris.
It is thought scarcely possible that
any of those now imprisoned in the
debris can be alive. Since last mid-
night only disfigured corpses have
been taken out. s
Fifty women employes are still un-
accounted for, and as the firm has a
complete list of these, 'grave fears ace
expressed for the safety of the ma-
jority. A large percentage of those
in the central portion of the building
which collapsed were women.
Chicago, Aug. 9.—W. C. Carnegie,
one of the best-known golfers in the
country and a nephew of the "Laird
of Slcibo," will profit a cool million
dollars if he is so fortunate as to land
the national amateur golf champion-
ship, which is being contested on the
links of the Chicago Golf Club ,at
Wheaton. -Young Oarnegie played
in the qualifying round yesterday,
getting an 87, which, with some im-
provement may land him within the
charmed circle of match play.
Three years ago "Uncle Andy",of-
fered his nephew a million if he won
the Western golf championship of
that year, and it is understood the
offer holds good in the present na-
tional condest. Cernessie, 'however,
is not very hopeful. "An 87 in one-
half * ..qualifying round," he said,
"looks, as much like $1,000,000 as an
alkali waste resembles an oil tank."
AngeilV Pulialo, a seven-year-old
boy, fatally stabbed at Chicago
by 'RUitri Porteo. who, on being
!pursued, leaped into the Illinois and
MilladlealVeanal and was drowned.
TEAMSTERS AGAIN RIOTING.
.Florence Geary, Warden; Sister
Jones, Chaplain; tBrother Oscar Da-
vis, 0. G.; Sister Venia Hessian, V.
G.; Sister Hutchens, R. L., V. G.:
Sister Ada Shelton, L. S., V. G.; Sis-
ter Lena Effinger, Treasurer; Sister
Lucy Orr, Secretary; Mrs. R. A. An-
derson, District Deputy President.
Men Failing to Get Their Old Poole.
tions Attack Successors.
Chicago, Aug. 9.—Rioting by union
teamsters was resumed last night
when several union men who had
been unable to regain their old posi-
tions as teamsters attacked five of
Montgomery Ward & Co.'s non-
uniou teamsters.
Two deputy illheriffs who were es-
cortisg the non-unionists from Ward
Co.'s barns were routed by the
union men, who flourished revolvers
and threatened the deputies with bod-
ily injury. Two of the non-union
teamsters, who were knocked down
and beaten with clubs, fired a dozen
or more shots at their assailants and
the latter fled.
A riot call Was sent in and in a
few minutes after the rioters had dis-
appeared Inspector Slippy. with
twenty policemen, drove to the sta-
bles in the patrol and ambulance
wagons. A thorough search of the
neighborhood for the ".luggers" was
made by the policemen, but they
could not be found.
The men beaten by the strikers are
Simon Block and Jerry Williams.
Both were badly bruised about their
heads. Several of their companions
were less severely bruised when they
went to the assistance of Block and
CONTRACT LET FOR CAPITOL
New York Construction Company to
Do Work for $1111o,000.
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 9.—The con-
tract .for construction of the new
Kentucky Capitol was awarded by the
State Commission to the General
Supply and Construction Company,
of New York City. The contract price
is $88ocoo, and a bond of $225,0oo is
to be executed for the completion of
the work within two years frornthe
date the contract is signed. The
building is to he of stone from Bed-
ford, Ind., quarries, with granite base.
There were fifteen 'bidders for the
genera/ contract, and their bids
ranged from that of the successful
contractor up to $1,096,983, bid by
Hennessey Brothers & Co., of Chi-
cago, the same stone to be used. John
Gill & Son, of Cleveland, 0.. were the
next lowest bidders, they bidding
$884,142. No Kentucky firm Of con-
tractors bid for the general contract.
Sixty-two bids were made for por-
tions of the work.
LODGE OFFICERS INSTALLED.
MAKING A RIFLE RANGE.
The Work Is Being Pushed and Will
Soon be Finished.
The work of making a rifle range
for the Paducah Rifle and Revoltver
Club is being iapidly pushed, and will
..c completed by next Saturday. The
hack stop is beihg built and the
ground cleared off to make the place
an ideal one for all lovers of that
kind of sport.
The shooting grounds will be lo-
cated near the fair ground's, on the
north side of the street car line. The
distance of the range will be from 50
yards to soo yards. Mr. Fred Mr-
Creery, the president of the club, stat-
ed yesterday that the club was in a
prosperous condition and many new
applications for membership have
been received. When finished this
will be a new diversion for Paducah,
and at the opening shoot, which will
be announced in a few days, a large
crowd i• snected to be on hand.
WORKING FOR 7777 C07.7,EGE:
Com—i.:ce Is Mairinls "ri.vei, '.fort
fa Succeed in the Matter.
-The committee on !hs board for
-.roposed Methodist C Vele met
e.terikty afternoon in •!- office of
Whee'er,Berry & Hughes.; i response
to a call issued by Mr. H. C. Rhodes,
chairman. The purpose of tla -.tied
soeeting was to &wises the s' and
act other busineas necess,..ry to
••fng the plans to the board
silteration. There were many
rs which are under considera-
tion discussed, but no definite action
was taken. The committee announced
that there were no new develop-
ments to give out to the public, but
every effort is being pushed to se-
cure the college for Paducah. The
several sites in view, Chairman
Rhodes said, were very desirable lo-
cations.
THE COUNTY MEDICOS.
Held Meeting at Rouse's Grove and
Had Many Guests.
A meeting of the McCracken Coun-
ty Medical Society was held yester-
day at Rouse's Grove, west of the
city. The meeting was quite inter-
esting and several visiting physicians
were in attendance. Beside, a big
dinner the occasion was marked with
enthusiasm by papers read by Dr. J.
R. Coleman, of the city, and Dr. R.
C. Gore, of Lone Oak. The session
was interspersed with addresses by
several physicians. The guests from
out of the city who were attending
the state encampment were: Col. A.
T. McCormack, of Bowling Green.
Surgeon General; Capt. C. G. 'Daugh-
erty, of Park; Capt. W. A. Offutt, of
Lexington, and. Lieut. Holloway, of
Lexington.
The Daughters of Rebekah Held
Such Meeting Last Night.
The Daughters of Rebekah of In-
glesicce I.odge, I. 0. 0. F. No. 17,
held an interesting meeting last night
and installed the lodge officers who
were elected in June. The cause of
the delay in installing the new offi-
cers was on account of the reports
of the other officers not being ready
to present to the bilge.
The officers were installed sa
Iowa: Sister Mary Powley, N. G.;
Sister Jsora Galvin, R. L., N. G.; Sis-
ter Bettie Kennedy, L. V. G.; Sister
Irene McMahon, Conchictor; Sifter
AN AUDITORIUM BUILDING.
Probability That Such Structure May
Be Erected Here.
OPENING
MEETING
Some enterprising citizens have in-
augurated the move to erect here an
auditorium building—a structure with
a large ground floor room suitable for
theatricals. public gatherings of all
kinds, festivals!, etc. It is understool
that the - gentlemen have already re-
ceived much encouragement, and that
the promise is the capital necessary
will soon be secured. It is under-
stood that this will certainly make
it a popular place.
Such a building as the one in ques-
tion has long been needed in Padu-
cah and the people would rejoice to
know when it has become a reality
instead of a spevlation.
GOOD NEWS THIS.
Street Car Company Adding Noise-
less Motors to Their Cars.
OF THE RUSSIAN AND JAPAN-
ESE PEACE ENVOYS
YESTERDAY.
Here is information that will be
hailed with, delight by all Paducah
residents. The Paducah Street Car
Company have received r8 new mo-
tore which are being added to the
cars in place of the old ones. They
are said to be of the latest improved
manufacture and will decrease the
noise as made by the older motors.
if this 'be true, who is it that will not
rise and bless the car company?
DOWN TO EARNEST
WORK IN DUE FORM.
Much Speculation As to Result of
Conference and Many Pessi-
mists Are Appearing,
ASSERTIONS PRO
AND CON REPORTED
Portsmouth,, N. Aug. 9.—The
first or opening session of Russian
and Japanese peace conference was
held today. There are no reports
from the inner circle other than many
rumors which must go for naught.
Nothing has happened, of course, and
the man who tries to tell you what is
going to happen is "doping" out the
-esult of the peace conference, but the
more conservative ones are not pre-
pared to venture opinions on the sub-
ject of Japan's demands and the Rus-
sian concessions. From now on un-
til the conference ends, either in suc-
cess or failure, the general store-
building at Portsmouth Navy Yard
Will be the center of international in-
terest. •
The Japanese newspaper corre-
spondents here express doubt when
asked if they expect peace. None of
them believe that Russia wit) be will-
ing to concede what Japan intends to
demand. They say, however, that her
(soldiers could not win in battle.
More Arrests.
Last night early Rogers and
Churchill arrested Lawrence Dungey
for using insulting language while
Singery and Hurley took charge of
Berry Mayes on a breach of peace
charge.
Pessimists Increasing.,
It cannot be denied that the pessi-
mists are increasing in number and
that those who take optimistic views
are less frequently seen than they
were a few weeks ago. But actual
knowledge is possessed by no man
except the silent envoys themselves.
Last night even the obliging Mr. Sa-
to, Baron Komura's spokesman, re-
fused to be interviewed.
There was a -ensation in the spa-
cious public dining-hall of the Hotel
Wentworth last night when the mem-
bers of both embassies appeared and
were assigned tables. It had been ex-
pected that the envoys wookl be
served in their own T00171s, and their
decision to dine with the other guests
was a great surprise. At first their
every movement was noted, but so
little notice did they give the occu-
pants of the other tables that atten-
tion wandered away from them.
Peace
EXCHANGE BOWS.
Envoys, However, Fail to
Shake Hands.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. g.—The
day which was to bring the initial
meeting of Russian and Japanese
peace plenipotentiaries at the navy
yard here opened with delightful
weather conditions. The members
of both the Russian and Japanese
missions were early about the hotel,
and with the exception of Mr. Witte
and Baron Rosen, breakfasted in the
main dining-room. As several of the
Russians were coning out of the din-
ing-room this morning they met two
of the Japanese entering. They ex-
changed profound bows, but did not
shake hands.
First Sifting.
It was expected at that time that
the start would be made for the navy
yard. where by agreement reached
yesterday the first sitting of the com-
missioners was to be held at ro
o'clock, would be made at .about half
past 9. There were many people wait-
ing on the veranda of the hotel to
witness the departure of the envoys.
With the approach of the hour of
meeting the tiding became more pro-
nounces) than before that an armistice
would not be agreed upon until the
success of the negotiations Was as-
sured. The known opposition of Ja-
pan to this formality and the hearty
support which London is understood
to have given Tokio, it is believed,
has operated to minimize the wish of
the Russians for a signed truce
Another Cause.
Another cause for their willingness
not to press for an armistice at the
first meeting is believed to be the re-
cent opposition said to have manifest-
ed itself among the Russian forces at
the front against peace negotiations.
It is felt that to ask them to sign a
truce might have a had effect upon
their spirits and -serve to increase
(Continued on Page Pour)
-OW
Thrashed
By Woman
ALLEGED TALE BEARER LAM-
BASTED BY MRS. VLA-
HOLEAS.
The Docket of the City Court Crowd-
ed By Cases Yesterday—Among
the Police.
Chris Papas, a Greek, employed in
the restaurant of James Viaholeas,
was accosted by the latter's wife yes-
terday morning and given a drubbing
good and strong. The woreian said
that Papas had been telling tales re-
garding her to her husband, and de-
fended herself in a fashion very un-
pleasant to the Greek. For commit-
ting this act she was fined $3 and
trimmings in police court.
For the fight she said her husband
engaged in one day this week, Vla-
holeas will be tried Monday before
Justice Young.
Mrs. Vlaholeas was attired in
mourning garbs of two characters
yesterday—a heavy black veil and
'hat and dark colored ornament over
her eye. This couple have no doubt
concluded that marriage is a failure.
Crowded Docket of City Court.
-here was a lung list of offenders
"ore Judge Cross in police court
rday morning, as a result of the
August. The cases disposed
- as follows:
Vs •-• Gains, Ed. Wilkins and Ed-
gar White, constituted a trial that
•t. is st a dose of $20 and costs
,a
•Ris ,)n, breach of the peace,
e V Loleas, breach of the
1.' • :3
kit ' reach of the peace,
dieter s3ed.
'rues breach of the peace,
$3:
lived H , breach of he peace,
'Peat: Hu., breach of the peace,
O.
R. E. Lee, presenting a pivtol, dis-
missed. •
T. E. Burk, breach of the peace, 83.
Wash Kelly, drunk and disorder-
ly. Si.
Alfred Hate and Ernest Martin
were ' fined $to and cost each for
breath of the peace.
Pete Madsen. disorderly
disdiissed.
Jim Bulger, breach of the peace,
dismissed.
James Kendrick, breach of the
peace. continued.
Richard Lewis, concealed weapons,
continued.
Harold Davidson, drunk, Si.
conduct,
Lost Coat and Papers.
City Clerk Henry Bailey is mourn-
ing over the loss of a coat in which
there were several valuable papers.
Tneiday night he left the garment
hanging on the front hall rack and
when he went lor it yesterday morn-
ing it had mystleriously disappeared.
Mr. Bailey says be is willing to lose
thecoat if he could get possesion of
the papers, which are valuable legal
documents. •
Paducah Negro Nabbed.
Scott Overton, colored, of Paducah,
was arrested last night in Lexington,
Tenn., and lodged in jail on the
charge of selling Hop Tonic on an
excursion train -that left here at ti :30
last night over the N., C. & St. L.
eadroad. His bond was fixed at $250,
and he wired to Paducah parties yes-
terday for assistance towards execut-
ing bond few his -release
Will Sue for Damages.
On account of the alleged failure
to deliver a telegram on :May 6, 1905,
announcing the death of his mother,
William Dallis laa. secured the serv-
ices of Attorney Hal Corbett to file
a suit sawing the Western Union
Telegraph Company for $1,9oo. Mr.
Dallis' mother died in Elmore, 0.
MX. Dallis has been residing in Pa-
ducah for a ntimber of years.
Constable Shelton Makes Arrest.
Tom Cain, of near Oaks, was ar-
rested by Constable J. C. Shelton.
lie pleaded guilty to g;aming and was
taxed $10. He was tried before Jab-
tice Young yesterday.
4
 
Set for Monday.
The seial of James Veholeas for
breach of the peace, by whipping his
wife, is set (or next Monday before
Justice Voting.
Arrested for Gaining.
Jake Henry and Sam Winston were
arrested yesterday by Cross -and Ter-
rell on a gaming charge.
CZAR SANCTIONS
THE ASSEMBLY.
Is to Meet Saturday Mitt Time Since
Seventeenth Century.
. St. Petersburg, Aug. 9.—"The nation
al assembly project was finally ap-
proved at Peterhoff last evening, and
will be promulgated next Saturday,
the anniversary of the birth of Grand
Duke Alexies Nicolievietch, heir to
the Russian throne.
This assembly will signify the first
scatheringi together of the representa-
tives of Muscovite people since the
last zemsky zober zummott summon-
rd in the seVenteentb century.
•
:r
Work To
Be Rushed
TRACTION ENGINE TO BE
USED FOR GRADING ON
SOUTH THIRD.
Three Souares of the Thoroughfare
Have Now Been Briclted—Other
Work Notes.
With the arrival tc day of a big
traction engine from the Robertson
Machine Works of Richmond, Ind..
the .1,vork on the street on South
Third will be more rapidly pushed.
This engine is to be used in prepell-
ing the mammoth grader that is be-
ing used in the con,truction work.
The grader was at first put to rolling
ly the aid of teards of mules, but this
pioved too slow and caused much an-
noyance and unsatisfactory work to
the contractors as well as the city au-
thorities. The traction engine has
always given good work -wherever
used and the contractors show the
right spirit in securing one for use in
the work on the streets.
"The engine," one of the contractors
said yesterday, "will not be gotten in
operation until Friday and it will be
a source of means that will aid us in
completing the work much earlier
than we expected."
Three bkeks of street have beea
laid with brick and the work is now
being pushed at, Third and Clark
streets in front of Nelson's wagon
yard.
Street Work and Street Cleaning.
After several months of work re-
constructing and repairing the streetsin various parts of the city, the workhas at last been finished. The workhas been in progress and hundreds ofloads of gravel have been distributed
at various places in the city. The
porcupine roader, grader, sprinkler
and 'harrow has been u.ed continuous-ly and the ssreets are no win excellent
condition.
The force of hands for the street
wcrk will be materially increased and
a crusade will be made on the grass
and weeds that have grown and ac-
cumulated all around the city. The
sewers and school yards, especially at
Fifth and Kentucky avenue, needsprompt attention as the weeds andgrass have grown to,alarminis propor-tions.
Mr. Ed McCormack, assistant streetirspector, says he intends to begintoday on the work and was going to
clean up the cats- from one end to the
other.
Gravel Inspecter Nanaed.Comity Judge Lightfoot and the
committee to whom was referred thegravel 'question for the new Husbands
road, have decided to appoint JusticeA. N. Sears to look after the inspec-tion of the gravel and Mr. Harry Ru-dolph to look after the spreading ofthe gravel. This will permit the work
which had been suopped to proceed.
Board Failed to Meet.
The board of public works did nothold a session yesterday afternoonwas expected, on account 0 fthe ab-sence of Mr. Ed P. Noble, who hasgone to Chicago on business. A meeting will probably be held Friday after-
noon.
FULTON STILL QUARANTINES.
City Council Passes Ordinance De-spite State Health Board's Action,
Fulton, Ky., Aug. 9.—Fulton' will
maintain a quarantine here even ifthe State 'Board of Health doesn'twant it. The city council has passedthis ordinance: "We, the city coun-cil of Fulton, Futon county, Ky., doordain as follows: That from and
after the publication of this ordinancea quarantine shall be in force, and ishereby estafilished in the city of Ful-ton, Ky., against New Orleans, La.,
and all other points infected with yel-low fever, and it shall be unlawful for
any person from New Orleans, La., or
any other infected paint to enter thelimits of the said city of Fulton, ex-
cept passengers on railroad trains
whose destination is some point Other
than Fulton. Ky., who shall not be al-
lowed to leave their car except for the
purpose of changing trains, and shall
not then be all-owed to }rive the plat-
form at the station. All persons en-
tering the said city of Eulton from
any uninfected points south of same
shall be provided with a health cer-
tificate, stating that such person haa
-not been in an infected district in the
past ten days, issued by a board of
health and sworn to before a notary
pnblic. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this ordinance shall he
fined not less than $5 nor more than
$tein:"
Calloway Shootista Indicted.
Murray. Ky.. Aug. o. —The grandjury yesterday returned intlictmnets
against E. If Purdom and FInford
Jones, Jones was indicted for shot-
ing and wounding A. J. Lawson two
months ago. Purdom was indicted
ofor willful murder. lie fatally stab-
bed a man named Jones last May.
Dr. W. C Tolden, at one time chief
chemist in the army medical museum,
attached to the surgeon general's of-
fice. is dead. It was Ile who discov-
ered the poison in the bratinet sent to
Guiteau, the day before the assassin's
exeention.
TAKE
Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feel-
ing, Loss- of Appetite,
Nervous Depres sion
and Spring Fever.
Guaranteed to cure
Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
C. B. Hatfield
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE,
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, T99; RESIDENCE, 316.
Four Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE rats.
Illinois Central R. R.
Atlantic City—All trains of August
loth, round trip $21.55 in connection
with B. & 0. S.W. R. R. from Louis-
ville and on all train: leaving that
place August loth, good returning for
12 days.
For further particulars apply,
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A.. Union depot.
GREEN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to too South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
era.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone zaci.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.
D. 0. v'ARK
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
208-210 Fraternity Building.
Office also Park Bidg, Mayfield Ky.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has 6s73,oes
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms; also three safes.
Houses for rent.
Telephone. old. re6g
Democratic Speaking.
The city candidates tor the various
offices so be vioged for at the demo-
cratic primary Aug. 21 will speak at
folowing time and place. Everybody
invited to come out and hear them.
The speakings will occur at 8 o'clock
p. m. at the places and ,on the dates
below given;
Union drug store, Tennessee and
Goebel avenue, August to.
Old depot, corner Eleventh and
Broadway, August it.
I. C. freight shed, Sixth and below
Trimble, August 12.
Gallman'a. corner Twelfth and Bur-
nett, August 14.
Fire station, corner Jones and
Tenth streets, August 15.
Savage voting place, corner Six-
teenth and Monroe, August 16.
County court house, August 17.
Market house, August 18.
City hall, August 19.
Conte one, come all, and bring your
friends and hear what they have to
say. Every citizen should be inter-
ested in the affairs of the municipalgovernment of his city. Bring your
wives and children; nothing will be
said or done that will mar the tender-
est refinement of the hearers.
Henry Manttnen, p., the reliable
book manufacturer, Blank Rooks
Job and Edition binding. The oni•
exclastive book binder in Paducah
Library work a specialty.
For perfection and paritY smoke
Elk Dream toe cigar.
Very Low Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its bnes for the following
special occasions:
Mionteagle, Tenn.—Monteagle Bible
Training sehook July 3—Aug. 15, 1905
Monteaale, Tenn.—Vv-oman's con-
gress, Aug. 1-15, 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.—Pe-abody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
institute, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
°alkyd, Vies —S trimmer school,
University of Mississippi, June I4—Aug. 9, 1905.
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Sunarner school
for teachers, June 16—July 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be solid to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed •nforma-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting hies
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A., St
Louis, Mo.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S *morn.
Crittenden Springs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room Motel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION,
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL RINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want :roar clo:hes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 329 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Snits made to order.
E. 1-1 PURI? EAR,
A TTOR Y-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
523 1-2 Brodway, Paducam, Ky.
New Phone sco.
Specialties:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Lass.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4, Columbia building.
Phone tosr Red.
Paducah Undertaking
Company.
S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst.
s03 South Third Street
Residence over store
Both Phones tut 
—Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
120 North Fifth. Both Phones 333.
Residence tilt Clay. Old phase zip
 Am*
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones aso at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. m.; z to 3 Q. m.: 7 to p. ro.
A. S. DABNEY,
---DEN 1' IS T—
Truehe.irt 14- ^'^ir
At the head of the class, Elks'
Dream toe Cigar.
L. S. DuBois, Prest. H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest Wm. Hughes, Cashier.-.
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co
At Close of Business, June 30, 1905.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts 
 
 $203,070.134Cash and exchange 
 33,182 75Furniture and Fixtures 700.00Bonds 1,000.00
$237,953-59
e*Capital 
 
 too,000.00Deposits 
 113,679.23Rediscounts 
• 
 za,5oo.00Tax account 
•.• • 1,000. 05Surplus 
 
 8,000.00Undivided proists 
834-36
LIABILITIES.
Does Your Watch.
Need Repairing
Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
it to
John -3. Skid), lereler.
224 Broadway, - 
- Paducah, Ky.
J b. COULSON
In PLOWINGIII
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5 Broadway.
t+04-1-0-+++++++++++++4-1-4-1.444-4-14-1-4-0-1-14-444-1-',+
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THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO 4,
Of Paducuth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1158,cooco
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES:.
 •
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays •
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at 63 to $10 per year as to site. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new .
management, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. ec CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and MonroeAnd Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Ca
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam [Boller-
Campbell Block.
Olticq Phone 369. - 
- Residence Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385--Residefice 1696
GO TO
HOTE LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNI
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
11:30 UNTIL 2 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE IN CLUDED 5Ge, 12:30 to a.
4
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Wants A Return Fire Insurance
BROTHER OF J. D. ROCKEFEL- THE AldER1CAN BAR ASSOCIA-
LER SUES FOR RECOVERY TION INTIOREESTED IN
OF MONEY. THE QUESTION.
Invested Heavily in a Mining Deal
Which Didn't Pan Out
Profitably.
" for $265,000, because of an alleged
mining deal.4
Deputy Sheriff Thomas B. Kilcullin
accompanied by Attorney Henry Kort
john, Jr., experienced difficulty in serv
ing notice of the suit. The paper was
left with a woman at the Gross resi-
dence. After di-covering that it was
a legal document, the woman chased
the .deputy down the sidewalk for sev-
eral blocks, begging him to take it
back.
44 When ht refused to heed her re-
" quest she threw the paper after him.
Attorney Kortjohn, who had passed
by the house, in order to point it out
to the process server, was standing a
short distance away when the cha-e
St. Louis, Aug. 8.-Frank Rockefel-
ler, of Cleveland, 0., brother of John
D. Rockefeller, president of the Stand
ard Oil company, brought suit in the
gclicuit court yesterday against Henry pleted the report of that committee
Gross, of No. 3953 West Belle place, which is to be presented to the an-
nual convention at Narragansett .iier,
which will be held August 23 to 25.
The report makes five specific rec-
ommendct'n•is as follows:
First-Legislation by Congress
statred.
• He says that two other women ap-
peared on the scene and showed con-
siderable excitement. Kilcullin con-
tinued dowown and Mr. Kortjohn
leisurely sadr.ered toward a car, pay-
ing ho attention to the women. A
boy then picked up the paper and
started after the deputy, but suddenly
turned and went back to the women.
Meantime the woman who respond-
ed to Kilcullin's ring at the door had
sfirst said that Mr. Gros- was not at
home. After some diplomatic ques-
tioning, she stated that he might be
back later. It was with difficulty that
the officer induced her to open the
screen door that he might place the
4 paper Sp her hand.
• Allegation in Suit.
Rockefeller alleges that on Deem-
Ler 3, tom he bought mining claims
in Newton and Lawrence counties,
Missouri, from Gross for b00000
cash.
Gro-s represented, it is alleged, that
the land was underlaid with valuable
lead and zinc ore of the highest qual-
ity, and that he had bored eighteen
holes in examining the property
Rockefeller declares misrepresenta-
tion. were made.
He spent 1165,000 on the property in
• 
*acess of what he realized, he alleges.
f A The property in question consists
six claims, on one of which i• the
Gobbled mine, formerly owned by the
Keene Brother. Construction com-
pany.
.4
RELIEF EXPEDITION IN VAIN.
No Survivors of Zeigler Party Found
on Shannon Isiand.
Baltimore, Aug. 8. -The Baltimore
News received the folkowing cable-
gram from Dr. Oliver I- Fassig, of
the Ziegler relief expedition:
"Shannon Island, via Edinburg, Aug
7, 19o5.-News, Baltimore: No mem-
ber. of Ziegler expedition Shannon
Island, July 21. Much ice North At-
lantic, Reach New York aoth.
"FASSIG."
Dr. Fassig, who is an official of the
government weather bureau, is the
scientist to the relief 
e
expedition,
which sailed from Sanderfrord, Nor-
uay n May 17, and the NI agdalina,
for Shannon Island, on the coast cf
Greenland, with the hope that some
members of the Ziegler expedition,
w hich sailed for the Arctic regions
from Norway in July, 1903, under corn
timid 'of Anthony Fiala, of Brooklyn,
might be found there.
It is understood here that the Mag-
define, having failed in its purpose,
will now return to Norway.
BIG STRIKE IS THREATENED.
Bridge and Structural Iron Workers
May Be Called Out. .
Cleveland, 0., Aug. 8.-Five of the
seven members of the executive board
of the International Association of
Fridge and Structural Iron Workers
have voted in favor of a strike against
• the American Bridge company, said
Secretary J. J. McNamara today.
"The strike is contingent on the ac-
tion that may be taken by Frank Bu-
chanan. He is in Chtcago, but we ex-
pect that he will arrive in Cleveland
by Tuesday. I have not The least
idea that he will go against the vote
of the execative board: that being so,
a strike, in my opinion, is inevitable."
If the structural iron workers are
called can on account of the grievan-
ce% that exist at New Haven, Conn.,it is said that 5o,o00 men will be in-
volved mostly in the Eastern states.
In the event of a general strike forty-
three counties in Eastern Ohio wouldbe affected.
Cairo Grocer Firma Unite.
Cairo, Ill., Aug. 8.
-The Fields-
Warren Grocery cOmpany and the
Cairo branch of the Scudder-Gale
Grocery company have been consoli-
dated and incorporation papers havebeen filed. The new company will
have a capital stock of $100,000, and
will be known as the Scudder-Gale-
Wesson Grocery company. The new
company will be connected with the
St. Louis house of Scudder-Gale Cm-
* cery company.
4. 
WillMake Important Recommenda-
tions to Congress and Ask for
Legislation Thereon.
Omaha, Neb Aug. 8.-Ralph W.
Breckinridge, al Omaha, chairman of
the committee on insurance of the
American Bar Association, has cora-
providing for the supervision of in-
surance.
Second-The
policy laws.
Third-A uniform fire policy, the
term of which shall oe specifically de-
fined.
Fourth-The of all retalia-
tory laws. ing,
Fifth-Stricter incorporation laws
in the severi.1 states as they affect the
creation.of imiurance companies; and
a Federal statcte prohibiting tht use
of the in.ols to all persons, iis,t;ia-
repeal • oi all valued
renea!
tons or corporati:ns transacting !*-re
bosiness of in' it:, rice in disreg-t-e. f
state or federal tegulatioo.
Presid:.:o '..00stytir Is qu -itiot a;
hiving sail to tlx committee thst hr
is very much in tavor of Feder'''. *u-
p ?vision of i:sy, sore.
The committee would require re-
ports to a governmental department
showing the amount of money col-
lected, for what purposes used, show-
ing honest management and the pro-
tection of policy-holders.
VA R. Vance, of Virginia, a mem
bei•-' of the committee, is expected to
present a minority report, in which he
will differ with the committee, not on
its general findings, but on tht propo-
sition that there is no constitutional
Astacle existing to the inauguration
of federal insurance business.
Wildcat companies are strongly
criticised, and the report says that
state laws denying companies the
right to defend against death claims
in suicide cases encourages self-de-
struction.
SURPRISED HER FRIENDS.
Well Known Young Lady of Murray
Marries a Resident of Memphis.
(Murray Times, 9th.)
Miss Alice Linn Boyd, of thi- city,
who has bean sojourning at Cerulean
Springs for several weeks, took her
friends by surprise one day last week
when the family received a message FLOURNOY & REED
from her ann uncing her marriage to
Mr. Thomas Hughes, of Memphis.
Mk, Boyd was one of Murray's
most popular young ladies, accomp-
lished, lovable and admired by every
rite. She is a daughter of Mrs. Asa
Keys and of Capt. Felix G. Boyd, a
brave Confederate officer who passed
to his reward several years ago, and
granddaughter of the distinguished
I.inn Boyd, Sr. Her culture, talents
and' edkoation combine to make a
most plea-ing and attractive person-
ality, while her exquisite vice and
excellence as a pianist are the open
sesame to all music circles.
Mr. Hughes isoof the Middle Ten-
looser family of Hughes, one of the
oldest and best in the .state. His bmi-
ness interests are in Memphis. where
he is connected with the Postal Tele-
graph service.
The religions service was quietly
solemnized at' Cadiz, Ky., Wednesday.
Augu•t 3. Mr. and Mrs. Hughes re-
turning at once to Cerulean, where
the ever in evidence rice shower play-
ell its usual part in the congratula-
tions.
The legion of friends here are eager
of the arrival of Mr. and Mrs. Hughes
that they may voice their good wishes
and congratulations.
Bacon's
Dm Stores $
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sts. phone 231& Clay Sts., phone 38.
J. K. Hendrick, J. G. Millet
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms a, a and 3 Register Build-
523 I -2 Broaaway.
Practice in all tha courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture on
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
si5 to 219 South Third It.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEI'ATI'LAW.
109 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commercial and Co-operative
Business a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
Room 13 and 14 Columbia BI'dg.
Old Phone 10G.
VESUVIUS STILL EMITS
GREAT VOLUME OF LAVA.
Naples, Aug. 8.-It is now more
than two months since the bursting
out of lava began on Vesuvius and. it
has never ceased flowing more or less
abundantly since then. It forms a
large ridge on the side of the big
cone, and the accumulation of mate-
rial at the bottom is enormous. On
the mild nights a trip up the moun-
tain to see the glowing lava is very
attractive, and an evening train is
running to the lower stations for
sightseers to pass the night, rsturn-
ing in the morning to Naples.
Jack Jeffries, brother of the retired
champion of the world, has announc-
ed his intention of taking his broth-
er's place in the ring and going after
big game. He says he feels sure be
can do up any of the men in the ring
tr day, and in the near future intends
sailing after Mairvin Hart, who at
present claims the heavyweight cham-
pionship.
No Haat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
3 we do the work.
Werren & Son, 114 North Sixth
Phone sat-A.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by eleztrical treat-
ments. Body masisage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 43! Jefferson
street.
LAWYERS
Rooms so, 1: and Is, Colt
Building
Paducah. - • - Kentucky
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
-LAWYER-
Rooms att and :It Fraternity 8I'co
Will pra.oti.•_o oinrts of Ky
and Yrs
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to to a. no, i to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Office 2nd Floor Fraternity Building.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Kentucky.
-When in Want of-
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith-
ing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
319 Kentucky Avenue.-Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695 -Rooms 2o3 and 204
Fraternity Building.
Office phone 25t, Residence phone 474
Vernon .Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
Phone rot.
.0..4"...,44.444"i++.41+4444144+±.
The Most Complete Rubber Tire Plant
!n The City.
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOSS- COM-FLETE LINE IN THE CiTY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT ISPUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBER YOURWHEELS WITH TIIE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,TWO
-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WEALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLZS, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS ANDSPRING
-WAGONS.
DON'T FAIL TO CAT...7 ANT) LOC7C OVER OUR IMMENSESTOCK, AND GET OUR PR fCES 1EFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 2s, P.7:0ADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO. I
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.
41+44'.444'...4144 +4+44i+.44+44 
÷;*
0)1 1
ZtearrOnats
1.41 *4-fe-1-4W1-4e•l• feLg4-feilif 4.4411,
Excursions
++++++++++++ 4
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack
et company-the cheapest and bet..
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
BAntl & HENNEBERGER
P011-1 PHONES
SOLE AGENT FOR
LUZERNE COAL
AT'r T DELIVERY.
LUMP 
EGG . 
 lle
NUT lot
=NM=
114
MEM=
It is a trip of Oeuvre, comfort
and drest; 
rooms 
etcs.ervilicose,tagooleadvetaebaleet 111 11111.11i1M[ Ir) 1.0)E1 101
goo
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jai
Frail" ;1 EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,Koger, Superintendent;Brc-',n, -ent.
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoN2es ar2d
Ftarr2ithrte.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-22o Court at. Old phone -34
Clem Fransioli,
Moving wagon in connection.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thos B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 3o,3.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. a00% Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
H.T. RiversIM. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 296 Office 253
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-ilt"*Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
•
DEAL'S band
Phone, 136-red. t
•
REAL EFTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL EST. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAS4
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
L110' R W. 2i'VE-IITTEMOR.11. ta.
HEATING
Hot Water - 
- Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class. •
4.5.44-1
ED. D. HANNAN.
Everyone Invited
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THE
CAMP.
Express Service,
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY. 
• I* . aro
reopl(c*.independent Telephone Co.
THE REGISTER, 10 CENTS PER WEEK.
S
sTHE REGISTER
Chief Pactuc.A.
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REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
(Incorporated)
At F.egister Building, 523 Eroadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
RCBERT S. WILHELM_ Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
Cne Year 
 
$5.00
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2.50
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1.25
-re failing to receive this paper
• • should report the matter to
-iater office at once. Tele-
; '.7.•.- rjr '.1:tirr'rer1and 318.
'Ling, Aug. to, inos.
Lighting i'raft in Cities.
The ix.are. • aldermen at Louis-
• ha s appolnzef a committee to in-
he lights furnished that city
for its-streets by the Electric, Light
compady. At th4 meeting of the
board it was charged that the com-
pany tarn.s off the fights before day-
break 34cl doet not give the city
credit. In other words it is a graft
that is being perpetuated if the charg-
es be true. The committee will also
negotiate for a testing machine, it
being charged than the city is paying
for 2,000 candle power lights and does
not get lights of that power. If the
allegations of the aldermen are found
to be facts then the city of Louisville
)as been robbed of thousands of dol-
krs. Yet we are told by electric
Eght peopk that-it is cheaper for a
ci:y to buy lights from a company
than it is for the city to furnish he
own lights. Here is an iilstance of
where'Louisville pays for certain pow-
ii of lights and does not get what it
Nays ,for, apg1 the company not satis-
fied with that graft but actually turns
al the lights and collects for the
time the city, is left in darkness. Our
observation has been that public cor-
poration doing business with a city
believes that it has the right to get
all in can out of the city and give as
little as it can in return. There is no
valid arguments whatever against cit-
ies °wiring their own electric light
and water plants.
Mr. Cleveland.
A strong anti
-Cleveland paper does
the ex
-president the justice to publish
an interview given out by a Wall
street man who is in a position to
know and who says that Mr. Cleve-
land is a poor man, comparatively
'peaking, and that his income is not
as much as $5.000 a year, yet it has
been heralded by little cheap john
political editors that as president Mr.
Cleveland made millions of dollars out
e; the4tiohd issue authorized by him to
save the nation's credit. Men who
know, say that he did not make a cent
4 ;-• his salary as pre-iident and
that he had ler.g mouiey at the end of
his ter-m.1%in he had when he went
into office. Mr. Cleveland is a great
man and he made a great president.
and the insults heaped upon him by
the small fry politicians. were believed
for a while, but every year hc stands
stronger: and strs Tiger with the think-
ing people of the nation. We have
always believed him to be honest and
:courageous and even at this lase day
we are delighted to see the dema-
gogue sheets swallow their lies of the
past ten years. When Mr. Cleveland
refused to fic,w to the political cut-
throats who formerly infested Wash-
ington they conspired to injure his
good name, hut novi they are gone
and forgotten, and Re still stand-, as
the mar who as president of this great
ration, wag istdeeslits president and
Irierad.
. a
Eclipses.
•
There will be two eclipses this
month, one of the moon and one of
the sun. The lunar eclipse will oc-
cur on the nightof August 14. The
moon will enter the earth's, shadow
at 8:55, viewed from this 'locality,
and the eclipse will be partial, only
about one-third of the moon's surface
being obscured. The nfoon wilt! leave
the shadow at 10:59.
The eclipse of the sun will occur
August 30. It will be a total eclipse,
but will be visible in North America
only in the eastern half of the con-
tinent. It will not be visible west of
a line drawn from Fort Belknap,
Montana, to Indianola, Tex. The
eclipse will be total at sunrise in
Manitoba, and the shadow will sweep
across -Canada to the Labrador coast,
and across the Atlantic, turning
somewhat southward to the Spanish
coast near Cape Finisterre. Cross-
ing Spain, the shadow will traverse
the Mediterranean, enter the African
desert, pass the Nile near Assua and
finally leave the earth somewhere in
Arabia, in less than three hours af-
ter it touches the earth. in Canada.
The duration of the total phase will
be greatest in Spain, about three and
three quarter minutes. The eclipse
will end at 6:37 a. m. by standard cen-
tral time.
A republican paper is authority for
the statement that the city democratic
primary might be called off on ac-
count of but a few candidates entering
and the cost to be assessed against
them. The little matter of cost should
cut no figure for we have heard sev-
eral staunch. democrats and party
workers say that they will serve as
election officers free of charge and if
the officers will serve free the pri-
mary should not cost over $too. If
the committee should nomivate a tick-
et Of call a Mass convention the dem-
ocrats could do better by not naming
any kind of a ticket.
Louisville comers to the front by
throwing open wide her doors and in-
viting refugees from the yellow fever
district to come to that city. This
manifestation of hospitality on the
part of Louisville has the right ring
to it. Yellow fever cannot be con-
tracted in this climate, and should it
develop in a refugee there is no dan-
ger of it spreading
who are the greatest minace to
American society are not the degen-
erates of the submerged tenth, but
are to be. found among those who
dominate in finance and commerce, is
a victory for the people, the import-
ance of which canpot be overestimat-
ed. Even., though it may be impossi-
ble to punish the big grafters, or to
make them disgorge, their game has
been miade more difficult and more
perilous.
PROSECUTING THE GRAFTERS.
(Lexington herald.)
During recent years whispered sus-picions of a general character haveinvolved many men of prominence inthe system of political and commer-cial graft. Occasionally there werebolder accusations, but not until re-
cently has there been open charges
and aggressive prosecutions by the
officers of the law. Tht Beef Trustindictments, the record of Folk in
Missouri, the decision of the Gover-
nor of New York to investigate Eq-
uitable affairs, and the more recentdisclosures in Milwaukee, including
the indictment of Charles F. Pfister,
are evidences of progress in- the war
on this moit dangerous phase of our
modern development.
.Walat was for a long time merely
a suspicion in the public mind has
become a conviction. There is no de-
nying the facts that have been dis-
closed within the the last two years,
and particularly within the last six
months. The people know they have
been grossly wronged by men hither-
to trusted and respected. The identi-
ty of some of these men has been
established. The public applauds ev-
ery effort to uncover the dafk secrets
of basiness'and politics. The Ameri-
can house cleaning has begun. Those
who attempt to obstruct its progress
Court disaster. There is too much
intelligence and honesty, too much
sense of fair play in the great mass
of the American people, for recent
revelations to be ignored.
With two United States Senators
under conviction, several postoffice
officials in the penitentiary, the Beef
Trust -magnates indicted, the Equita-
ble looters in a fair way to a reckon-
ling with the law, Milwaukee in a pro-
cess of cleaning up with its wealithi-
,est and most powerful citizen formal-
,ly accused of a crime, there ecenor
at last to have come a day of ac-
:counting for grafters in high places.
At last there is reason to hope that
wealth and influence can no longer in-
sure immunity from the penalties of
. the law.
The great system of graft is the
'sdbject of unprecedented attacks. Na-
tional, State and municipal authori-
ties are active. But the fight has
merely begun. The grafters will not
be easily routed. They may be ex-
pected to offer stubborn resistance.
In many Cases they may escape. It
will not be an easy task to convict
the captains of the meat packing in-
dustry. There must be a desperate
-struggle before the looters of the Eq-
uitable wear the stripes they so rich-
ly deserve. To indict Pfister is much
easier than to convict him.. But the
war will go on. The general recog-
,nitio9 of the fact that the criminals
Well-Gotten and III-Gotten Wealth.
(Louisville Post.)
Mr. Cleveland, in a recent magazine
article, looks back to the "good old
days" when his first employer was
considered a rich man, because he had
accumulated $12,000. Our former
president is not illogical enough to
insist on a fixed limit to the accumo-
latiort of wealth, nor is he prepared to
say that all money is tainted, but he
urges, very reasonably, that men seek
other vocations, and especially that
educated men and well-to-do men
turn their attention to public affairs,
and seek to influence she conduct of
government.
Wealth honestly acquired is an- hon
crable distinction. It carries with it
a certain claim to respect when serv-
ices have been rendered a community,
which the community readily rewards.
The feature of modern life is the
large numbers of 'large fortunes. If
we refer to those honestly made there
is in this great number of large fort-
unes no menace to our institutions,
and no power to alter our moral
standards.
Wealth "honestly made" does nos
mean merely made without violating
the late. It means wealth acquired
by honorable service; acquired by "do
ing things" which have added to the
comforts of the mass of the people;
things which have brought to many
a little freedom from care, a little 'bet-
ter clothing, shelter, food; opportu-
nity, ease, leisure or happiness.
Let us say that Commodore Vander
hilt, by his consolidation of various
di-connected railroads, cheapened the
transportation of flour from Western
fields to Eastern cities, gs,cents a
barrel.
Let us say all that work w• as honest-
ly done. Then, what Vanderbilt got
was insignificant, compared to the act-
ual benefits he conferred for all time
on the American producer and Amer-
ican consumer.
This is merely for illustration. Ev-
ery merchant who reduce: the cost
oi exchanges by organization or in-
vention, renders a like service and is
entitled to a like reward, and the
American public doe t not begructge it.
Well, it is said "OA. is what Pock-
eieller did; he cheapened the 'prices
of oil to every consumer, and he gitre
additional value to every barrel of oil
at the well."
The issue is raised just here. It is
denied that Rockefeller did the-e
thing's, or that his wealth is due to
such services.
It is shown that he entered into con
spiracies with railroads to plunder his
competitors. By this conspiracy ship-
per: of oil were required to pay a rea-
sonable freight charge, and then pay,
in addition, a subsidy to Rockefeller;
an unearned tax; a graft
This extra tax placed them at a dis-
advantage in every market, and work-
ed their ruin. It was a bare form of
highway robbery and is blood money
oi the most diabolical character.
When we look at great fortunes
let us draw the distinction. Let us,
moreover. apply the distinction to our
selves and to our own business affairs.
Every director in reading the Equit-
able exposure should set rhealed the
true code of conduct and gin& him-
self accordingly.
But let us discard the idea that
clean money, money honestly earned,
carries a taint. It is not so; honestly
earned, a million is as clean as a dol-
lar. Dishonestly earned, no amount,
of it should be allowed to conceal the
Is the rode of business conduct low
er now than a generation ago, or a
centuty ago? We think not. The
Equitable exposures are not worse
than the exposure in the days of
Erie under FiAk and Gould. No graft
today is worse than the Credit Mo-
bilier scandal. No official evil; are
worse than the Whisky Ring. No
municipal scandal is worse than the
Tweed scandal.
Go back to ,7837, and we see reveal-
ed the weaknesses of human nature.
ai clearly as land speculation, in canal
and road he' ing, as in aq specula-
tion of todY.
Jefferson rai d as loudl
the money power of his day 'Br'ariynasnt
can tot*. 4e •0.
We are 'not retrogradinueowe are
advancing. Let us conithirie to ad-
vance, hut do not let a confusion of
moral ideas interfere with industrial
development,  for only by our chntinto
re, industrial develonment ean-'we se-
epee to labor an eyer-inereasing nre-
nnrrino of in ever-inerea airy-, product,
only by- industrial develonment esti
tee make the common thincyc of life
beautifitl and the beautiful things oflife commrn.
Cocoamite. being lighter than wa-
ter, are transpnrted along watorwaYs
Opening Meeting
(Concluded From Page One.)
their opposition to the ending of the
war.
Baron )(comma and MT. Takahira
and Secretary Sato left the Hotel
Wentworth by automobile for the
navy yard at 9:55 o'clock. They weregreeted on the veranda by ActingSecretary Pierce and Gov. McLane.
Mr. WlItte and Baron Rosen started
shortly after in another automobile,leaving by a seigary entrance
which leads to the' artments.
Reach Navy Yard.
It took about half an hour to covet'
six mitres from the hotel to the navy
yard, and it was I0:30 o'clock when
the envoys arrived at the naval storesbuilding, where their sitting was to
take place.. The foreigners attracted
no particular attention as they passed
through the city today. At the navy
yard the careful arrangements made
by Rear Admiral Meade, the com-
mandant, for excluding all persons
not connected with the proceedings
operated perfectly, every outsider be-ing stopped at the entrance of the
yard.
'After the plenipotentiaries left thehotel for the navy yard this morning
Mr. Honda, private secretary to Ba-
ron Komura, went to the apartments
of the Russian mission, where he was
received in the reception room by
Mr. Shipoff. Mk. DePlancon, Mr.
Batcheff and Mr. Berg. Mr. Honda
said the object of his visit was to dis-
cuss the best programme for the ex-
changes of cards by the members of
the two missions. The short con-
versation which followed was very
cordial, and it was decided that the
cards should either be left at the of-fice or that a secretary from each Aide
should convey them direct to the re-
spective apartments and there be for-
mally ,received.
It is noticeable that with each day
the members of the two missions are
fraternizing more easily, and it is 00
longer a subject for conwnent when a
Ru-sian ands Japanese are seen talk-
ing together.
Lasts About Hour.
The first session of the peace con-
ference lasted about an hour No
business was done besides exchang-
ing credentials and arranging a pro-
gramme for future sessions.
Must Show Passes.
Baron Komura and Mr Witt t reit-
erated to Third Assistant Secretary
Pierce shortly before leaving for the
yard today a request that everyone
be excluded from the yard throughout
the time the envoys are meeting.
Even the members of each mission.
to gain entrance, will be required to
;how passes signed by their chief and
psuntersegned by he comman.hilt
of the yard.
Before leaving his hotel this morn-
ing one of the members of the Rus-
sian mission in a conversation with a
correspondent of the Assotht.ii
Press said:
"I wish you would reiterate on
half of ourselves how grateful...re Uri
for the courtesies extended to :is
aboard the Mlayflower by Capt. Win.-
bow and his officers. Our every w.int
was supplied; in fact, anticipated, and
the trip on the Mayflower was en-
joyed ao sesiTori%b:y. those who were notg
The Japanese also have been pro-
fuse in their expressions of gratifi-
cation for the hospitality tendered,
them aliened the Dolphin by Capt.
Gibbon-.
MOVED BY HUMANITY.
President Roosevelt in Taking Ac-
tion Leading to Conference.
the 4 Per ,Cent.
Interest Nature.
WHEN SELECTING A BANK YOU SHOULD CONSIDER THE4 PER CENT. INTEREST WHICH THIS BANK PAYS ON DEPOS-ITS. IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO DEPOSIT MONEY WITH USON A TIME CERTIFICATE IN ORDER TO RECEIVE 4 PER CENTINTEREST. ANY MONEY THAT :MAINS ON DEPOSIT FORSIX MONTHS OR LONGER, DRAWS rNTEREST AT THE RATEOF 4 PER CENT. COMPOUNDING TWICE A YEAR.
IF YOU HAVE A SUM OF MONEY WHICH YOU ARE UN-CERTAIN WHETHER YOU WILL USE OR NOT, DEPOSIT ITWITH US, AND IF IT STAYS HERE A YEAR OR SIX MONTHS ITWILL EARN INTEREST. IF IT DOESN'T STAY HERE THATLONG YOU WILL STILL HAVE THE SATISFACTION OF KNOWING THAT IT WAS SAFE WHILE IT WAS HERE.
MONEY DEPOSITED WITH 'IHIS BANK IS SUBJECT TO THEORDER OF THE DEPOSITOR AT ALL TIMES.
B. H. SCOTT, GEO. C. THOMPSON,President. Vice-President and Manager.
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier. AI
Mechanics & farmers
Savings Bank
227 BROADWAY.
BASEBALL
TODAY
PADUCAH VS CAIRO.
Admission--General, asc; Grand Stand, 35c; Boa seats, 6oc
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel'a.
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
The Minister's Revenge.
The Rev. Thomas Mason had been
settled in the town of Northfield,
Mass., for life. As he approached
'seventy years of age his people came
to think that they wanted a younger
minister.
"You want me to give up my flock,"
he said. "I am old and can not easily
find a new field of labor. If my young
brother wants to take my place, and
you are satisfied, I will turn you over
to him for 
$1,000.',The oh) clergyman's proposition
was not considered unfair, and the
money was paid to him.
Not long after a goodly number of
the citizens were at the postoffice,
among them the old parson. As they
stood there a drover came up driving
to market, and the people gathered
around them.
"Friend Drovit," said Mr. Mason,
"what do you expect to get for that
lot of hogs?"
The drover replied that he ought to
get Moo.
"I have done vastly better than
that," said the old minister, casting a
smiting glance around upon his for-
mer parishioners, a score of whom
were there. "Not long since I sold a
lot of ju t such critters—not hall so
decent looking as yours are—and' I
got $t,000 for 'em."—Boston Herald.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 9.—M. Witte
has sent s cable dispatch to the Czar
declaring it to be his conviction that
only humanity moved President
Roosevelt to take action leading to
the present peace conference. lie
says that the American people sin-
cerely sympathize with Russia, and
that the chances of agreement with
the Japanese envoys appear brighter
since the sentiment for peace on rear
sonable terms which prevails every'
where in the United States will do
much to bring about an understand-
ing.
At today's meeting of the Council
of Ministers and dignitaries at Peter-
hof °Wry two votes were cast for con-
tinuation of the ,war. The majority
voted for the payment of a noney
indensnity and against the ceding of
territory. A minister who -was preiti
ent at the meeting said to. your cor-
respondent: 
.
"In order to save trillions of inno-
cent fives and iinembitik ini-eries
which most result from a continua-
tion of the war we are ready to make
sacrifices for peace. But if Ba.en
Konvura wants our money, our lard
and our honor, thus making peace
dearer than war, he must take the re-
sponsibility for the innocent 1.10 ni
that will be shed. We ace all con-
vinced of American sincerity and ;re
all grateful to Prtsident Roosevelt,
whose mediation is likely to save
Russia from suffering the horrors of
a civil war, a foreign war and famine
in the same manner that 'limber is 
gimilist"e°11slY'"floated. Thnesands of them are
surrounded by lone stranrfreirliark
thrown together and the mass
,
Ifiber. One. native can tow a nutriber Bombastic Loquacity Incit404:1 in byand the fibeeaof senough to stand considerable torah I (Jules Fevre.uch rafts. * touvh
RUSSIA'S POSITTON.
treatment. Tokio. Aug. 9.--In commentate' on
• ,
One Too Many.
A correspondent of the Washington
Post tells of the amusing experience
of a literary friend Si:o whose fans-
ily a seventh child came last summer.
The family were at their country
house, for a time a good deal of the
care of the other six childrn devolved
upon the father, who has Spartan
ideas a: to the upbringing of his sons.
One noir:ling he carried his two-year-
okl to the creek near his house to
give him a cold plunge. The child
objected lustily to this proceeding.
but was firmly held and ducked, not-
withstanding.
At the instant of the flak-king, how-
ever, a brawny band seized the Spar-
tan father by his shoulder and thing
him back, while the angry voice of
the, farmer, who was his nearest
neighbor, roared in his ears:
"Here, none of that! I'll have the
law on you for this!"
"And," said the literary man, "it
took me half an hour to convince that
man that I was nottrying to drown
that child. Even then he wasn't
wholly convinced. To the very last
minute he kept on shaking his head
skeptically, and saying:
" I dunno about that. I dun-
ho. You got six besidts this.'"
Penalty of the Strenuous Life.(Harper's Weekly.)
It has long been known that thepopulation of no great city would in-
crease, or even remain stationary, butfor the incessant influx of newcona-
ers from the rural districts or fromforeign countries. This seems to be
peculiarly true of New York. As Dr.
John H. Girdner puts it in his book,
entitled "New-Yorkitis," tin inhabi-
tants of the American 'necropolis are
driving themselves and being driven
like beasts of burden. "They twitlike dynamos all day, and play likeidiots all night." The reports of the
Health Department show that the
number of sudden deaths in New
York has regently increased out of
all proportion to the growth in popu-
lation. Thus, in loos. it seems that
3.000 persons fell dead, or died soon ••
after they were stricken—an increase
of soo over New York's record in gre
previous year. In the first three
months of Igoe no fewer than 1.700-
eases of this character weer reported,
and as these figures were for cold
months, when the brain or the heart
is not as liable to crack as it is in
hot weather, it is expected that the
victims of living at high p-essure will
number in the prerent year more than
twice as Many as they did in 1904.
•
•
Seeing By Telephone.
"How well you're looking this
morning!" says the facetious man in
telephonic greeting to his friend a •
hundred miles away. Mr. J. R. Fow-
ler, of Portland, Ore., has taken the
nub out of this joke by inventing an
apparatus by which images displayed
Wore a lens at one end of the tele-
phone wire are projected trpol a
screen at the other end. Mr. Fow-
ler invites his visitors to talk with
his daughter. They place the tele-
phone transmitter to the ear, apply
the eye to an aperture in the tele-
phone boy, and see the young woman
in miniature speaking s000 feet away.
Mr. Fowler is preparing now to show,
a train in motion in his invention. lie
has no doubt of its commerriel prac-
ticability, and declares that within
a few aears it will be in operation
throughout the country. For some
it may be a boon. For others it wile
be a curse. Who has not telephoned
when he wanted to avoid a face-to-
face interview? What will frisky hus-
band, "detained at the office" say to
a machine that shows to sitspiclons 44,
wives the chips that pass in the
night? Mr. Fowler may not he •
public benefactor after all—Every-
body's Magazine.
1
The next -big celebration will be
the, :Jamestown Centennial in 1907,
and States are already making appro
priations for exhibits. Connecticut
last week appropriated $26,000. As
this celebration is to occur amid the
scenes of the revolution and .Cisil
wars, it will prove the most interest--
ing of the series. Besides there will
be the old Virginia welcome and hos-
pitality to draw people from all quar-
ters of the country.
the remarks of M. Witte relative to
peace terms, the Kokumine Shimbun
quotes the declaration made in rft7o
by Jules Favre, then Foregn Minis-
ter of France: "Ni un ponce de son
territory ni une pierre de *es forty-
esses" (neither an atoll ' her terri-
tory nor a stone of her lo-i-s.ses),
and point; out thit Russ 's honlbsyr
tic loquacity at this timt mikifin
the Russian .peration worse than it
,would be otherwise.
The Motton on the Shirt Waist
A young woman who is fond ,if*
providing about the foreign quaretra
and is displaying the bargains
picks tip there, is wearing e quaint
new shirt waist printed in Orientaldesigns, which has attracted the at-)ention of her friends. Their inter-
est was increased when she explained'
the designs to them.
"I. pot it at a Syrian importeeti in
Washington street," said she. "Ifound the prettiest little Syrian girtip there, _whoshas been to the puplic
schools and" Can react both English
and Arabic. She told me the chafac-
tent on the piece of goods I bought
slipre Arabic. and she translated theirs
for me. The design means 'God is
good and life is beautiful.' I thought
that was a good thing to bear in
mind, and co I made up my shirt
afaist so thati lave .q. c.id is kood :„ndlife is beau*Wprinted tWelie tTrritia'
over the front of me.'"—New York
Press.
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Farther In
The Lead
INDIANS TOOK BOTH t AMES
IN YESTERDAY'S DOUBLE-
HEADER.
Tadpoles Were Outclassed-Alices
Beat Infants Again-Wiley Piatt
Sold to Toledo.
How They Stand.
W. L. Pct.
Paduah I2 7 .632
Vincennes 
 
 II 8 .579
4 Cairo 
 
9 to .474
Princeton 
 
6 13 ,316
Yesterday's Results.
Paducah 6, Cario 3. (First game.)
Paducah 4, Cairo 2. (Second game.)
Vincennes 5, Princeten 2.
Today's Schedule.
Cairo at Paducah
• Vincennes at Princeton.
Tomorrow's Schedule.
Paducah at Cairo
Princeton at Vincenne.
The Tadpoles Lost Two.
A dotrble-he,ader wai played by Pa-
ducah and Cairo yesterday at League
park, the foreeer %earring both with
ease.
T.holg:st gaitee was • pitchers' bat-
tle sigepagu44, and. Bittroff, the
forrnett'imtving the best of the argu-
ment. Bittrolff's parer,
 to first were
a little cosey, also the etrots of the
men behind him.
Paducah won the second game in
the first inning by making four runs.
Cairo was unable to overcome dais
lead. Beattie relieverefrouth after the
first inning and allowed but four hits.
Taylor. Cairo's mach touted southpaw
1°4 was Issewnered -oat of the box in the
first inning. _Collins succeeded him.
t# Ahhough he was hit safely six times
not a run was made off his delivery.
The second game was seven innings.
The official summary of the first
game was:
Cairo ab r bb
Taafe rf. 2 0
Fleming, cf. 1 0 I
• Mane, 2b. 4 0 0
Pollard, es 44 1 2
" Collins, If. 4 0
tM0s, C. 4 41 ,./t o
eiughes, tb. 3 I '0 If 1 0
Blackburn, cf. 
 3 0 o o
(*rarer 3b. 3 o o - te" I
p. 3 00 o 1 I
- - - - - -
Tot. & 
..... 32 3 24 Is 3
Paducah ab r bh po a e
Gillegare tb. 3 I 2 7 0 0Oe 4 Mulligan, If. 3 0 0 1 0 0
Voltanion, 3b. • 4 2 I 2 0 0
Taylor, ce t 0 4 0 0
Perry, ss. 4 0 2 1 • 2 
3 0 0 3 2 o
Lloyd, rf. 3 t 0 1 0 0
Land, c. 4 i o 6 5 o
11117, p. 4000 1 o
•
•
pa a
o 1
o
5
33
20
Bohn:ran, 3b.
Taylor, cf. 
Perry, ss. 
Potts, 2b.
Lloyd, rf.
I and, c. 
brahic, p. 
South, p.
 4 r 2 I 0
I I 0, 2
4 1 2
 3 4
1 4 1
10000
3 o • 2
3 0 1' 02
0 0. 0 0 0
Totals 21 4 9 21 9 2
Innings I 2 3 4 5 6 7-r h e
Cairo 
 
1000100 2 5
Paducah... 4 oci000 x 4 9 2
Three base hits-Perry. Hits off
Taylor 3, one a three-base hit. Off
South I hit. Two-base hit-McClain.
Stolen bases-Bohai-en, Taylor. Sac-
rifice hits-Nearre, Potts„ Lloyd. Left
on bases-Cairo 3, Paducah 10. Poe-
ed balls-Lemon. Wild pitches--Col-
ens. Struck out-By Taylor, r; Col-
l:re, 3; Bratsk, 1. Bases on, balts--Off
Taylor, 3; Collins, 2; Brahic, 1. Time
f game I hour 25 minutes.
Umpire, Kubitz.
Infants Lost Again.
Princeton, Ind., Aug. 9.-The visit-
ors took the third straight game from
the locals today by letinehing hits, aid-
ed by Princeton's errs. The sum-
mary:
Vincennes 
Princeton 
Flatteriess--Duggan and
Carnes and Downing.
r h e
le 8 1
3 6 3
Matteson;
IMiller A Bad One Coming Tonight
The L. A. L.ic Bad Luck.
Sikeston, Mo., Aug. 9.-The L. A.'
L.'s lost the second game of the se-
ries with Sikeston Monday, in a ten-
letting game, by the score of 4 to 3.
Wocsidridge pitched winning -ball and
seould have had a vinery, but two
bad errors in the tenth inning Ice* the
game. "Dutch" Wagner failed to show
up and I.ourle twirled for Sikeston.
Attendance, go. Umpire, Riggs, Bat-
teries-L. A. L., Wooldridge and
Bleck; Sikeston-Lourle and Wilson.
• Ear,ball Ntites.
Lloyd will pitch for Paducah teday.
Make it four straight from the Tad-
pole..
Paducah fans are not supporting
the local club. At the double-header
O
 yesterday only about 259 people were
present.
0
Totals ..... 6 7 37 11 2
•CelliThi out bunt third strike.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-r he
Cairo 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 6 3
'Paducah 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 X 6 7 2
Earned rune Cairo 1, Paducah 1.
• 
Two base hits-Coltins, Perrya. Stolenbases
-Collins, Flohanon, Perry, Land.
• Secret-cc hit-McClain. Left on basks
-Cairo 3, Padtkah 5. Passed balls-
4 Lemon. hit by pitched ball-Hughes
Struck out-By Bittrolff 2. by South
6. Base's on balls-Off Bittorlff 6.
Time of game t hour and so hireutes.
Umpire, Kuntz.
•
'The official summary of the second
game was ea follows:
&mond Game. Seven Innings.
Cairo ab r bh po a e
Fleming. cf. j trioo
Marre, ab 2 0 1 0 00
Roeanal, s.s. jot I I 0
p. 3 oot 2 I
14e1Dan• c. 3 o 04 1 o
Hughes, tb. 3
Blackburn. If. 2 0 0 2 0 o
Cerard, 3b. 3 t • 1 2 0 0
laafe, 3 0 0 1 0 0
Taylor, p. 0 o o o o o
- - - -
TOt4/,• 
 
 25 2 512 5 1
eaduea h ab r bh po a e
Gilligan, lb. 4 0o600
Mulligan, If. 4 0 1 I 0 0
A telegram from Princeton states
the team will finials the season pro-
vided t be people will support it. This
uncertain, information. It would
ot be a surprise if Prior/teem rine
Sundry.
Gaston, a former Kitty.pliver. but
who has been playing this season with
Jackets in the Cotton States, is ,in
the city for the purpose of getting a
birth with Manager Lloyd. As the
future of the league is uncertair• no
new players will be signed.
Manager Eddie Kolb, of Vincennes,
is in Cincinnati. He called on Pres,
dint lierman, of the Cincinnati Na-
tionals and recommended Land, of
Paducah. and Duggan, of Vincennes,
for Cincinnati. President Hermann
talked as if be would give them a
later in the season.
Wiley Piatt, the greatest pitcher in
the Kitty league, has been sold by
Manager Lloyd to the Toledo Amen-
tan Association team for $400. Piatt
ncently jumped to Hickman, Ky., to
play independent ball, hut returned
yesterday. He will leave as soon as
hk transportation arrives. natt gets
eloo of the purchase price. Wiley
Pratt was once the' most famous
pitcher in the National league. At
that time he was with Philadelphia,
but he did not obey the, ruks atwi fell
to the Southern, in which league he
payed lust year but was released
e hers the :einem ended. His arm is
in fine condition this year. Out of 26
games pitched in the Kitty he won 2,3,
0; which 17 were sheerest& He pitch-
ed clouble-braders and Ave of them
sere shutouts. The local fans wIW
watch his work M the American As-
sociation and they hove he will meet
with anccess.
Alderman Meet Tonight.
The Board of Aldermen Mire/ this
evening in regular session. Ybere is
much business before the board; for
consideration. The ritievior, therr
fore, promises to be one of interest.
HIS RECORD AS ESTABLISHED
BY RECORDS PROVE
THIS.
Chief Collins Tells a Register Report-
er How Miller Came to Be Shot
Monday Night.
From information received front the
police authorities of Evaniville, Chas.
Miller, the man who was shot in the
thigh by either Officer Johnson or
Officer Rogers last Monday night,
near the Richmond House, is a "bad
elate"
When. Melee- was under arrest at
the city hall after having been shot,
he gave Captain Wood divers of as-
sumed names, but finally told that his
name was Charles. Miller and that he
lived at 726 Walnut street in Evans-
ville, and that he followed lilIC trade
of a lather. In reply to a letter writ-
ten by the local police department,
Geo. L. Covey, superintendent of po-
lice of Evansville, etas written that
tliere is no such: ',umber of a street
there, but the name of Charles Miller
was synorsomous with criminfal rec-
ords. He seat Miller's picture and a
portion of his pee record. The pho-
tegraph is an excellent likeness of
Miller. The record shows that Mil-
lar had gone under the name of Chas.
Pewee and was sent to the state re-
formatory at Jeffersonvele, Irtd.,
April ii Kole
 to serve from one to
three years for petty larceny, and also
served a term in the Jefferson. Ci2y.
Mn., prison for highway robbery, corn
meted in St. I-0111A being released in
December, 1900. The record also
shows him to love been sent up from
and served a term in Jeffersonville,
Ind., for obtaining tnoney under false
pretenses, and was released in April,
t$95. His past record appears to be
aa motley as a frost bitten leaf of to-
baco.
Regarding Mitlere arrest end the
catise of his being injured, Chief of
Police James Collins was seen by a
Register reporter and gave an account
as fellows:
Chirrles Miller and two strangers
had been seen here for several days
and were looked upon by the city offi-
cersi as ,uspicious characters. When
Officers Johnson and Rogers arrested
Miller at John Ward's saloon on seic-
ond eureet and Kentucky avenue, his
two companions disappeared out of a
rear door of the Isaikliag into the
rkness. The officers did not at that
time know of the escape of the at rang
er-, but asked Miller what had be-
come of the men with whom he had
latest seen to hold several conversa-
tions. Miller said if the officers
would accompany him to near the
Richmond House he would locete
teem and put them "next." He tied
that these two men had plenty of
money on them.
When First sod Broadway was
reached the prisoner made a dash for
liberty by shoving MIr. Rogers and
striking at Mr. Johnson. He made a
dadh down First street north. Both
officers pursued the fleeing man and
each fired their guns but do not know
which shot or from whose gun earuck
him.
The effisers had been watching the
action.; of Miller and his: epats" for
several days and were almost satisfied
that they were professional crooks.
The correct version of the affair ap-
pears to vindicate the officers in their
actiecte
Miller is now confined in the River-
sick hospital but will soon be out, as
the injury is only a flesh wound.
A DAUUGHTER'S SORROW.
GOV. BECKHAM TO VISIT THEENCAMPMENT FOR THREE
DAYS.
Will Review the Regiment Friday
Afterncon in Ball Park-Pub-
lic Invited.
This evening Gov. Beckham and
staff t:il: conic to the city to peld
three days with the Second Reeinient
of State Guards now encamped at
Walhae Park. The encampment is
looking forward with interest to the
icoming of the governor, and haveprepared an elaborate programme forhis entertainment. Friday afternoon
in League Ball Perk Gov. Beckha-m
will review the guards, and the pub-
11' is invited to be present. The re-
view wel occur promptly at 2:30
.1
,o clock. 
'court officers for immediate investi-I Interest in the encampment grows, gation. Later, in discussing the prob-"so far :as the people are concerned. lem with a reporter, the magistrate;Large numbers of visitors are at the said:
'grounds each day. Yesterday morn- Grave Problem.ing the guard mount exercises were "The large number of caaes thatwitnessed by a large gathering. In are coming before magistrates in thethe evening there was a very large police courts shows the grave natteegathering to witness the dress pa- of the problem that the law-makersrade. It had been announced to oc- must face. 
•seisne-teee-e-e-eneeleeeeleeal :+: : :Ise -ecm in the ball park, but the titled "When a man tires of a wife or is 
 
in finishing the ball games made a attracted by a pretty face, all that hechange necessary. This was a dis- has to do is to refuse to support his -appointment to many who had gone i wife, and then, when she has himto the park expecting to witness the 'eumnioned before me, he can ii.- 
a Stamp -tTz Stencil Coparade. Today the guard 'mount end ibond for the payment of a weekly 
•
the parade will occur at the hours sumand go free of interference fromheretofore observed, 9:30 *a. m. and ehe woman or from the law. I am5:30 p. m. It is again announced that !glad to say that in the largest num-the parade will occur in the ball park her of cases that appear before meand no disappointment is expeeen the husband is of foreign birth.this time. All are invited to be wit- "A serious side to the problem isnesses to this pretty military sight. that women appeal to the police court
for aid only when they have exhaust-
ed every other means of bringing the
husbands back to them.
Stated Sum.
"When a women appeals to me for
aid I can only summon the husband
and force him to give bond for the
payment of a stated aunt each week.
If he refuses, I can send him to the
work-house. Miany prefer to go to
the work-house to paying their wives
anything at all."
A probation officer in Magistrate
Pool's court said he had given the
question of wife abandonment careful
study, and that such cases are con-
stantly increasing in number in this
city. He asserted that 'fernery inter-
ference- and tomblesonae reiativee
were the two eanka largely reepoe-
aible.
Mrs. Alex Storrie Is Advised of Her
Mother's Demise.
Mrs. Ake/ Storrie hirs received the
sad news of the ckath of her mother,
Mrs. J. B. Henke, in Tuscumbia, Ma.
She was aged 83 yeses and her d•eath
occurred ass 3:30 o'clock Wednesday
greening The burial will take place
badite at her home town,
An infant child of Mr. Charles Tre
ealla died Wednesday at Lamont.
Fire Visits Oil Fields.
Houston, Tex., Aug. 9.-Fire at
'Alembic did damage estimated et as Rocenberry voa: parsing with ha$400,000. Lightning struck two tanks famly to attend a fuberal. Rosenber-belonging tq the Guffey Company. ry was mortally wounded.
The encampment is passing off just
as pleasantly as could be expected in
all respects. There are fully six hun-
ched men in the encampment, and
where such a crowd is assembled
there is some little disappointmerts,
of course. Some of the soldier beya
are doing their first encampment
work, and can't appreciate fully their
restraint, but the majority are prov-
ing themselves fair soldiers and splen-
did gentlemen.
In spite of the warm weather the
change of water, diet, etc., little sick-
ness has appeared among the eaards,
arid little is anticipated. However,
every preparation has been made to
care for whoever gets sick. Yester-
day in carrying out this it. one
member of the Winchester cempany
Was found to be on the verga of an
attack of typhoid fever, and ne
seat to Riverside Hospital (or care.
There were many of the 4uarda in
the . city again test evening. They (New York Tribune.) The thecerbe into see the-sights, meet friends, Few mysteries that have lately been our prescriptions remainsele. They deport themselves w(11 revealed by science make a more the price is forgotten.at all tenet so far as is known, powerful appeal to the curiosity oi in-It is likely this evening when Gov ,telligent persons than the now wee-Beckham arrives, with him will come known discrimination exhibited ;ay
Mosquitoes Use Judgment.
not only his staff, but several mem-
bers of the state administratioa, in-
cluding Auditor Hagar, Secretary of
State McChesney. Court of Appeals
Clerk Chinn and others.
The guard, now here will get their
pay Saturday. The amount to be d:s-
mosquitoes. Why should specimens
of the genus stegorrryia alone be capa-
ble of transferring the germs of yel-
low fever from one man to another,
while representatives of the genus
anopheles display a similar exceisive-
nese in regard to malaria? To I 'en-tributee among them aggregates fee itedextent, no doubt, climatic an ge-soo. They will have•a few day: to ographical influence: operate. for thespend this before they breSc came malarial mosquito seems to be more
widely distributed over the earth than
is the one which disseminates yellow W
fever. Nevertheless, there are regions!
where both genera abound, and in
these each fulfills its own peculiar
mission. Almost equally marvelous
is the inability of the all too abund-
ant culex to become infected with
either of the diseases mentioned or to
infect their human victene
for the next regiment to come.
THE ELKS' BUILDING.
Meeting to be Held Tonight to Take
Final Action.
The building committee of the
Elks held a meeting last night at
Hotel Lagomarsino with the chair-
man, but no action was taken on ac-
count of a full board not being pres-
ent. It is the &tire to have a meet-
ing tonight, at which time final ar-
rangements will be made for the ad-
vertising of bids for the building of
the structure proposed. It is the in-
tention to have the week begun at an
early date, and all final details will
be completed tonight before making
preparations for receiving bids.
Shot On Way to Funeral.
Charleston, W. Va., Aug. 9.-Thoe
Astury is being pursued by officers
for having attempted to assasainate
Edward Rosenberry near Point Pleas-
ant He fired on Rosenberry from the
roadrrick, being concealed in bushes,
Serious Menace
MANY HUSBANDS ABANDON
THEIR WIVES AND
CHILDREN.
Grave Problem Which Law MakersOf Country Must Face In
Near Future.
New York, Aug. 9.
-Stirred by theere.seitce in hi, court
-room of too wo-men followed by a mob of children,each woman demanding a warrantfor the arrest of her husband, whomshe charged with desertion and non-support, Magistrate Pool yesterdaydeclared that wife desertion is one ofthe most serious menaces to domesticlife that now confronts New York.After hearing the charges the magis-mate issued twenty warrants andturned the remaining cases over to
re lei t let Heel- 4 ++4 4
Most
Fragrant
±, Perfumes
ft
We carry an extensive assort-
ment of most fragrant perfumes
-both American and foreign-
assortments which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well as all the old favorite
odors. Prices always reason-
able, never excessive.
J. C. Oehlschlamer
Druggist
Sixth and Broadway
TELEPHONE 63.
The Paducah
recollection of
HAYES
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
these, made elsewbere. we
are 
-peelred to furnish allkinds of ' Rubber Stamps on
short notice.
RUBBER STAMPS,
PAID STAMPS.
LINEN MARKERS,
BRASS gTENCILS,
DATER,
INK PADS..
Ic fact, anything in Rubber Stamp
accessories delivered in an hour's
notice.
PADUCAH STAMP
c?.. STENCIL COMPANY
403% BROADWAY.
Old Phone 36.
-a
111.1111 1=1.111.11111111111M111111ille
quality of
long after
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anyeeere in the
city.
111M111111111111111111114111111111111111enntenniallenel
Can't Re Extradited.
Officials of the Standard' Oil com-
pany, located at Cincinnati, who. are
, under indictment in Tazewell r. ianty.
OIL, on a charge of subornation and
perjury, will ecsape prosecution. At-
torney General Stead decides that
under both the state and' federal 3U-
thority no extradition can be allowed.
it being necessary for a man to he a
fugitive in fact, which he cannot be
unless he was in the state where the
offense was committed at the time of
its commission.
. The heaviest rain storm seen in
Gibson county, Ind., in twenty years,
visited the county Sunday. It is
estimated the people of the county
lost $125,000 through the visitation.
NDERE AWAY IN TRANCE
---
Explanation Given by Midshipman
Jackson, Who Left 1-Li Ship.
New York, Aug. 9.
-Midshipman
Robert Jackson, who was reported
missing since a week ago last Friday,
when he left his ship, the Missouri,
then lying in the North river, has
been located by his father in Que-
bec. He is said to have been work-
ing for money to pay his way back
to the battleship. The midshipman
is now being taken to Bar Harbor,
Me., by his father.
'Jackson is understood to have told
his father that he could not account
for his actions since leaving the ship.
As if he were in a trance, he says; he
wandered away from New York.
When he recovered his senses and re-
alized the seriousness of his situa-
tion, his first thouglvt wa: to secrete
himself until he could make enough
money to return to the ship.
Raymond McKee, of Paris. Ky.,
was killed by a train at Loogootee,
Ind.
PUKE COAL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers
• Family Lump, well screened 11c bu.
/Large Nut 
 
 _ 10c bu Nut 10c bu.Place your order for coal with us
West Kentucky Coal Company,
Fothoiie 254.
Incorporated. • 4. •
Large Egg 11c 'bu.
Successors To U. S.
Gas, Coal abp Coke Co
Offic Foot of Oh • Street
•
_
&N IX A L PS CHOL OU
bastions Suggested by the Pecs
liar HOlta of Raccoons.
Ifeilialsa. olf, a Southern Obiser--,-
the Wasyc of the aeesuingly ..-
tisillgent Little °poisons
of the Woods.
esaisemal psychology is to be studied
4 see, in Pariaehesaid an observant
'Wean recently, according to the
New Orleans Times
-Democrat, "and
the scientists are going to take the
subject up in a systematic way. That
is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
ioubt be productive of much interest-
lag data. Heretofore what. acitestista
have said along this line, and in fact
all they have learned, has been of s
theoretical nature, ante it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond the pteely experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than say other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
weettise is tricking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
sarong the so-called exact sciences.
But it has occurred to me that a busy,
hustling center of population, where
me may find so much that is artificial.
40 much that is out of harmony with
.he natural order of things, would
sot be the place to prosecute in an
,ntelligebt and satisfeetory way •
itudy of this interesting subject.
Surroundings a trine more rugged
would seem to nfford a better oppor-
amity for the 'observance of mental
'fewest'. a in the lower order of life,
41though, of course, much may be
learned by the Method welch has been
adapted by European acientetts.
"In the southisro part of the United
eta t es these scientists might find much
feta that would give them a more
ledrefe clew to the reasoning meth-
ads of animals of the lower order.
fiat little trick of theopeossuna, for
*stance, when he feigns death, shows
%ri element of shrewdness which one
-arely fit-dc in Orders of ietelligeoce
4upposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
:Thy is it that he will leap up on ono
ttle at s tree aUd then jump as far as
se can from. the other bide? It is a
'rack. fie as trying to fool the dog
:bat is after him by making him be-
icy" he is tie the tree. The 'coon has
wacticed th.s gesne for se long that
no well trained dqg will ever howl up
tree until he hes circled around ii
,evern1 times to epee if the genie has
sot resorted to theltntual Make-believe
'Why ie it tha. s '410.34,T. whet] the
:ref is falling under the effect of the
innterhs ax. will scamper dow•
runic of the tree toward the &twee,
ie has two reasops for doing it. It
he first phew, unless tb• 4og. knows
ois business, be will meh out in the
tlrection of the falling tree, believing
be gable will scamper out from the
ep. In the second place, he reasons
.hat It te sister for body and lime
'a either eee•t he is reasoning Itb011t
be thing It is a psyrhological proo-
-as. !Defaces; hese been reported
huntor• of where 'noon. ercoole
asp front the top of failing trees.
.eemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained doge, who wor:d
oang around the stump eatil they
sould scamper down the trunk of the
wee. But the rule is the other way.
"The point I am trying. to makee-
oncluded the obe t citizen. "is
'hat the woods art feted wit ties.
svidenom which might Ole the ace
4ntists a clew to the reasoning meth
eda of animals of the lower order."
REGARDINO WHITE ANIMALS.
eisasessal Mange. Its TIN C0106 est
Orortaisi Berant• and Birds
Orpear.
A polar bear would not have a
shance in stalking seals if it were
if a darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of its no.e
The sailors who first landed on war-i-
on/ unknown arctic shores sod bees
stated that the bears used to t.' Ice
;hem for seals. and begin to sielb
them at a considerable distaoce. lying
:own flat on their helloes in the at-
titude in which the well-known pier
ingraph by Mr. Gambier Bolton shoves
she old polar bear at the too, and
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an 1.- hummock, wiles
'hey would get u; oeer over to see
.f the "seals" vitt* alarmed, and
wriggle 013,•Rilitl. The sailors added
.hat they could always see the black
.os• when the bear got up near, and
'owed that the bear put his paw over
lie muzzle to hide it. The arctic
'axes, the blue" ha.a, the ptarmigan.
-yper and 'wallets all undergo the see.
,enal chant, to white by an identical
erocess, says the London Spectator.
:lie hair or feathers, as the CalIC
:light be. toss color and turn white
,y ghat ma; almost be described as
.to instantaneous proems. In the
axes and bards the white comes is
'etches; bile the speed of the colco
nears is remarkable. There are
lacy storks of penple whose hats
las turned white 'Tema shuck "in •
engle night." Jut civic by the birds
and foxes, these stmeee must be treo
ene ever sees the process of fad.
ug going on. The 'feather or pate-1i
of fur which was brown or era ty
Tray suddenly whitens. Yet tee one
las actually seen the color going
rhe explanation. usualy given is that
S takes place le sight. There Deems
to 'half way" tint vetween the whits
.ea the 'original eolor.
In, Out at this Rata.
The Faiher—I as so glad 3oha got
'Meted to congress.
The 'Mother—tee It's a greet re.
bet He has tried on many ways of
Wiling • this( alma aaliallo—iaataisal
' FIND OF ARCM"? itsfraoft.ELP8 1.1X IITTOSESSEPERS.
batierers at Weiliasaireems.U. Ti..Wsis
easel' tarbes noasere le so
Old itoar•aly Visitor.
+ What &emoted to be fragments of •
latognetio iron meteor, willed may have
illeactentleel to the earth centuries ago.
Was discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavatiug a oeilas
leat Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
/treat, Williamsburg, N. Y. The die.
'ovary was made at a depth of 40 feet,k being necessary to remeee a hill le
lest high before the sidewalk level was
Reached.
trpon reaching a us-foot depth in
Ike cellar excavation the men *ems
lepon• the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
extraordiaary weight, however, noad•
ahem examine it more closely, und
Mellon they out into a large piece of
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath a
eurface several inches deep of hard.
tined yellow clay.
The search was extended further.
and the men came upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a ranee
head. An the matter was turned over
to Frank N. Schell, the oor.traoter.
Who will transfer the relics to some
museum.
"It appears to me," geld Mr. Hoke%
that when this meteor fell, parhapli
centuries age, ft struck the earth like
• shower of balhitones would. That
*be pieces are all aecient is evident
tram the hard yellow day whioh ear.
mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
Diyvtwie of Special Morn
C. Re Plao•d en loam et the
Warships.
The navy department is providing
Mime of the warships with a new life
raft, says a Washington Bimetal to
She New York World. It consists et
an elliptiml eopper tub* 'somewhat
dattened. with air-tight compare
anent., strengthened by Sea. The
tube is incased in cork, wound wife
sanvaa and made absolutely water-
tight. Attached to this float is
rope netting three feet deep, from
fethicla is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
son the tither side of the float 'vont
Singe which travel on lashings., e
abet the bottom rests ',a ate propel
hesition, no matter which side of the
Seat tells upon the avatar when it
b thrown overboard. It does net re
emir* to be righted. adjusted os
rued abeet; it is ready for serelet
the moment It strikes the erste!'
Oars are attached to the sides of the
$sst$. propel N when it is occupied.
- Same' permute minuet get on this
Mal I. sink It, sad, uslihe the life.
iMest, it cannel espeise or founder,
Ism like a raft, go te gams &gainst
like sides of a ship.
The war department is eonsiderIng
dhe esivisability of equipping army
aransporte with the same sort of
moat.
NAUTICAL AT MANILA.
1
' Naval officials at Manila !Irtend to de
everything possible for do Meets" of
it:_e nautical school at that place. This
Institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been is
'shares of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
'United litotes navy, who was recently
detached from that duty and ordered
hoc for eemplicity in certain irreg.
rte
te
r business relatieos with army sub.
itmice officers at afanila. Another
lefficer has been placed in charge of the
Institution.
. The school offers a free education te
iresidents of the Philippine is;ands is
!soh professional duties as will equip
Se sadets to perform, ties duties of
piasters and officers of merchant yes-
'eels. But, while the education is chief-
ly of a technical and a professional na.
Ours, the students also are given broad
and liberal instruotion in the general
branches of mathematics, geography,
grammar, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
wheel with a practice ship to coin-
bine practical with theoretical instrus
itisen in navigation, seamanship, and
Abe general requirementa of the pro-
/ession for which the students are te
be prepared.
-- --
Sorest Oflodals S. Do lEvirry-thlas Pea.
• etc t• IEliedspn•y
of the
IIVIroless Toslograoliy for Warship..
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
yet in his annual report, says a New
!York Herald dispatch from Washing-
Son, the necessity of equipping Amer-
ican men of war with &system of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recom-
mend 'he system to be adopted for the
gasysi service.
Believing that Commander Ric/mul-
lion Clover, naval at:sche in London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
gaended to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be Dent to Def-
ined to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems Is
"eloped by Lloyd's agency.
IllIestritilty en Now York cestral.
Electricity for the New York Caw.
*al railroad, at least to equip its
Ouse from the city's limits to the
Orand Central station. is name thee
O possiblity of the near future. It is
amid that an el ctric engine, in many
ed its details uniike anything now is
minim has been perfected, and that
ft will soon have a trial. If its •ter
ems is as great as is promised, steam
power may pass from the Grand +
fral ste lion before January 1, 1L,
Val.• of lituarusata Fargo Lai
Minnesota farm lands hate ala
'aimed more than the per coed_ be
mit• diaries the pain sires reeve.
itioas of Information Pertaining to
Ce41eary Department—Som.
Excellent DlatioN,
Aluminum is now being tired ere
sensively as a materiel for toilet arts-
ales. It has advantages over •ailver
J1 being light in weight and never
tarnishing, while it costs lese and cal
be treated in an equally artistic WW1)
ter, says Boston Budget.
With a can of deviled ham one cats
work wonders sometimes if one has
s reliable cue to begin operations
For instance, have a small can of it
end mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
;ill of consomme in which is dm
solved half an ounce or even leas
gelatine. Put this into paper cases
3r into little china molds and set
in ice for as long a time as neces
etry, or longer, and unmold when
serving.
014 potatoes should always be
?laced over the stove in cold water
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old entetoes stand in ice we
ter for an hour or two after peeling
old before couteng.
Epicurean butter is served with
meats, etc. To make it, put
two tablespoonfuls of f. esh butter
n a small bowl, and work into is
thoroughly with the meet of a ail
/er knife a mixture of cayenne,
mixed herb powder, minced eursley
lemon juice and mushroom' powder
'u-hen this is accomplished, set it oc
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp Ii
into county phts. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading thin ovals of bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
Ind walnut meats, mixed with
:hopped olives mid a little mayon-
naise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels
an apple. being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is oftem
ased in doughnuts and fried drop
"Luis' causing the dough to burst eta
as very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow.
der makes the dough rise h:owly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the beat results, either put the
biscuit into an ovei of moderate
rather than intense limit. that they
may have time to nec before a brows 1
ilfniti 10 formed, or let them stand
ben sakietes tn rise, and *ea pet
them bate a hot eves.
Oreansed ethic-boa or creamed ewes*
breeds pay take the pines of creams., i
zystater and are really more whole-
some and n•ore easily pewter's:I. Par-
boil the s vestbreads and pick them ,
apart; to sch pais, allow one can of ,
asushroor s washed and chopped fins
Stir thee. Tato • pint of cream sauce. i
Where docket, is used, to each three I
pounds of ehicken that has been most
sarefully liollre and cut into dice al
low a cu" of it eshrootne end a pint
of cream sauce.
FASHI "ABLE FEMININITY.
•ttraetl•r
Ci•wn•
— ---
Venturer of Walst• and
for 1i,e4w.e• Wesse—•
S. on ri oensisa.
-- —
Apropos of re, vale it may not be
amiss to hint tent e return of the
pannier overek.r. is persistently
threatene& says e fashion authority.
A very stunnieg outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waist* are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and inaertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is •
conspicuous favorite of the best de-
signers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Pals. foveae.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two OT
three of these counted on a Retie
hetindation for the skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy a great
ecg-ue during the coming season.
They are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
twe shades of red, or are in red end
black.
There is • new China silk which I.
listinguished by perpendicular line*
if open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
leep mitten-shaped cuffs of lame the
lace threaded with narrow velvet rile
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles
Quite a numbs: OY the new fancy
waists are made •eith frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
pp the edge of the lap, sometimes s
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a *hot and concealing the fas
toning of the bodice.
Coles this Mother Y01111, and savvy
This charming power to throwaway
Pot the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to beton,
ticlesively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
face when we lay cooing in her arms
sud she was the happiest of women in
ionsequence. Is it not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
log we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
fo'own? No girl. I am sure, could pos-
1 tibly misinterpret me into meaning
l that we are to turn sober meddlers-
eons Into foolish -Micelle. What I
reale, mean is that many matters
would be improved if a items of home+
died its light upon hem; sad this eats
Wet he seeompliah el by girls.--/Ielso
assleile la Lounge Nemo illimmaa. A
A JUNGLE "INFAIR.."
LJ 
0.A 
COUNTYthnadecadeag
a in southern
othere still to
mained • rural section which the people la
the towns designated as the "jungle." a term
of contumely handed' down from • peeled
when this portion of the county was isolated
by impaseable roads and covered with denim
timbers. The "jungle" fell behind in the
march of progress. The farm wagon con.
veyed the family to church on Suadaes when
the people on the prairie rode ta "spying
wagons" or owned buggies. There was one
prevailing style of architecture, which is still
frequently seen, the square log house with
ens room and • boxed-up kitchen at the aide.
The lights streaming through the one small
wiadow snowed such decorations an the
walla as a shotgun and rifle, the horn pew
lee flea and hunting pouch, and trophies
of the hunt, while on winter evenings the
glewing firelight from the cavernous fire.
place threw shadows in and out among dm
eittoonn of onions, a dried pumpkin, and
"middlin's" suapendeelfrom the rafters.
The house in which Nester Lane washers
stood in • small cleared space in the heart
of the "jungle." Here she grew to womb*
hood with no wider experience with the ode
side world than the weekday wait to the
mareet village, and an annual journey to the
'minty seat in fair time.
Her first. hardship came to her at the go.
of six, when she must tredgi each day fee
if miles to the &strict school. But school
days in the "jungle" were soon over, the boys
getting the most of the "schoolii "became
the girls married and had no use for it.
There were no bachelor maids in the "jun-
gle." Marriage was a certainty about width
there could be no doubt.
Hater Lane being what the natives of the
"jungle" cahed a "good, smart girl," is
was expected she would make a good match
If the Lane home was more pictureigid
than some of its neighbors it was because
Heater's hand trained the morning glory
rine' over the window in summer and bid
duo woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy-
hocks and princess feathers. Tin pug
and pails slime nowhere else with emelt
brightness and luster as they did on that
bench outside the kitchen door. Beside"
lieseer had pieced more patchwork quilts
es The long winter ereninge than any other
girl in the "jungle," where • feather bed
and bedding and a cow was the dowry ever,
bride was expected to bring to her hue
band.
Hester had her choice between Nutty
Bledsoe's eon William and "Jos" Gilliare
•hose father sea the big land owner is
dui "meg!'" and could set off ten Wed
for the young people to start out with. in
lag a prodent-mindee young woman, Res;
ter took "Jim" and the wedding day was
set for Octorber.
Squire Bludsoe, who had "tied the hoot'
Is every marriage ceremony whisal had
takes place is the "tangle" for is
officiated, and svpv'ementod the
wit\ mach solemn &deice as he deemed
asesseary for tb• y motes to
wedding tn the "Mail was a enisit
the roe celebration being the "hitter" on the
liellowtng day, when the =husband took
his bride t• his father's
line end Hester looked as she
sat beside "%CI on the frost mat of the
now wagon In her "(shies (tress of "sky
bine deletes." trimmed with white lees on
the reifies, and her lad season's hat on
lacerated with fresh ribbes bows.. This
goiag away costume remessited the 
saies the tale of eggs tad batter above't
family r'ceries for many ve.ks It was
"handmade," too, • mewing machine not
being one of the lux-arise of the lame
Early as they were, the "Infer"
were arriving before there. The chains
were arranged in • semicircle around the
mom. and "Jim" and Heater sat dews
sear the open door. The company, the
elder members first, came forward one by
ea* and 'shook theta by the bond and
hired their eongratteatiens. There was
en'y use phrue in which the good wishes
could be enswyed. "I wish you much ley,'
repeated cub neighbor, solemnly, en 3 est
down amis. Thom thew was silence In the
mom, the guests staring blankly at the
leriiie and groom, who relieved their em
barrarunent by measiestal whispers te seek
ether.
When the jests and witty sayings which
enlivened the festivities of the lames"
were exhausted soma of the older folks be.
gas rentialsomming of former wedding on
melons.
"It's curlews how the world does change,'
said Utrelia "Jimmo." Taylor. He and his
wile, "Anne Laura," ware the
of the "tangle." "You pining fota:rtle 
pee married and Aare out In the world
amradays don't know what hard times tree
Tee're lumber to floor your house with.
sad a gook stove, and you can bey bade
sad chairs and table already made It
mem% so OD years ago, when Ism and I
gel Wished.
"Laura lived at old Haekaskia. Has
father had Gomm ever ea to the Illinois side
trent Kentucky, and I, being a roving dieg
sad tired of Tennessee hills, turned up there
ette Lay and went to work for lime be/.
lag was all done by bend le those days, and
Laura helped in the cern planting. We fell
is love bud were married. One day aft/
that I took Laura up behind me on a berm
and with all our worldly goods tied In 6
bundle we started out to seek our f
111 • 14‘, pliOntry Us never vizi=
we reached the "jungle." and up •
pities of land and built • cabin I made a
the furniture with my own hands, and
smoked ea the coals in the fireplace. IM
be go to FL Louis for almost evia7tIdng
Is those days, and Lam staid demist*
wilderness, but the ?editing were glee, sad
there wasn't anything more danprose he
the weed, than varmints and wildcats."
"Ana we didn't bare 'Infair' dinners
those days," said 'Jtm's' father. We had
turkey and venison, which we shot hi thq
woods, and for cake and pi* we had gesi
Mrs pones 
tn 
ttaked in the coals on the hearth.
ot er didn't have a
wedding dress like Heater Mrs, but
Hasty sinology she wore herself and eard
the wool for it, toe. There wasn't se API
hats is therm dap; the girl was proud who
mold get • bit el calico to make a embes.
ask'
There would have been more Aeries of the
pod old dap when simplicity Mimed el
wedding feasts, but the men meet hem
may for the linuse-reising," sad beton
the rip went down the Top "Jim" had
sarefully hewn and piled on • pretty atte
as the ten sores were in their pies% mil
Dow home was ready Is the "tangle."'
teethe evening "Rill" Biloiose, the to.
need suitor, to show that hi eheriablid or
brought Addle sod there wee 6
lases In the new home, a "lieseeweirm.
lag," and the wedding festivities were
'Vim" and Hester OM Bee Is
ateast.,~ but the little home has
:TWidded to It, and a seat Oast bossO-kept orchard and garden ref.
lose, the pre.p.rity .hus.In
nrasstralta"Apad the fee aall fle
will wee inly a NOM
ere ef • efehereem Ds* -f
SWITCH OIRLS TRIM LOYIL
11 altuaraba, resettle. That Is Ita4a1atM1
In by Soars Ifesang Plsogles in
Peletalsylvania.
At Shamokin, Pa., some queer awe
teens have survived the march of prop"
rems among the Poles and Reutilize.
)ne of theme observances is "switch-
tag day." It is a favorite day foe
oashful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue, esp.
tures the belles of the community,
soya an eastern exchange.
?or days the man has been in train.
Ink for the run of his life, while the
maids adjure corsets and rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
are wooing slumber. Pinally the
morning of "awttesehling day" arrives.
The man sees before him all the maid-
ens of his village. He may take his
pick. All he must do Is to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice--the maid whom be
would have for his wife. If she is
fleeter of foot than he and escapes
she is free. If the man in beloved ed
his quarry she seldom gala away,
though his feet are sled in leads&
shoes.
"Switching day" at Sittainokia
aster Sunday. when all the lads and
lasses of the country round about
gather at the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to ran is
accepted as a token that dm 1. not
averm to her pursuer. The youth's
start is sottepted as a proposal, and
no matter what misfortune may be-
fall his quarry he must provide.fer her
dl the days of his future 11.fe.
Pithetio I wired was the Illustration
ef this fact in the case of Susan Yew
Wk. who was by all odds the ban•
soonest girl in the Russian colonise
far many miles about Rho was sail
and Mends and her eyes were azure
hius. Rh* was crowned with golden
hair, which grew in dainty ringlets
dose upon her heed Mem Manboh
had mare suitors than she meld as
slept, and she was ves7 coy. Pleat of
foot the maid had, eines errtving at
a marriageable age, passed one
"twitching day' in safety without the
&ring of her promise.
Mtge Manbok untV aeon on the ree
Dent festival alicsalon had succeeded
I a outdistancing all her pureurra
Many were the races she had run, but
never had a "vetch or • petu of water
**me within reaching distance of bee
petite form. It wee then that Andrew
K °tensity, a shrewd young man, who
had purposely waited until Mime Man-
bolt had become fatigned, gave chess
Off darted the meld, and after hoe
sped the pursuer.
Down the refh-oad track they
melted, all unheeding. Is exalted
were both °emu-eta:tut—the Mali TIM-
tang for a wife, the girl for liberty.—
that the approach of a train was tar
enticed. The engine tooted shrilly
and at Its blast Miss hisnbok,
sighted. stumbled tied fell upon the
raiL Both of her legs were cut ofi
below the kpeea, but the doseote say
she will Itee. And Kobinsky, regard
lees of her being a (nipple, deeshve....
that he will keep bir velerlehe" se wed
her lust as sops =o- :isle Is
leave the nurse's cars.
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES.
Cull's* mad Int•ronctag Elevoyist4s.
•usicag Y•11111, Yolks In Mt-
ass. Easyirs.
Fred W. Carey has recently Mee
traveling through an almost unknoses
part of the Chinese Shan states. which
lie between China propel and Bunnell.
In the account of his tourney, which
he recently read before the Royal
Dmgraphioal aoseisty, he spoke most
favorably of the women of the mute
try, though his opinion of the men in
sot so flattering, say• the Nye Yorl
Sun.
In their faces and ernes he woe
theme Shane resembi• the Japanese.
and 'the women are, to say the lease
just as unconventional and fascinating
There the reamed:dame* pude TO• mac
are lazy, good-fornothing fellow., who
sever work unites they are abeolutaly
obliged to do so. The women toil dar-
ing the summer In the no, fields and
spend their time when at home Is
weaving cloth and in household do
ties. They weer a were pretty con
tune, including a long white peed-
met, shieh 1. mime more bitesouditg
than the ugly mieshapen trousers of
the Chinese sorn.in.
Mr. Carey &scribes a diversion of
the young people which very much in-
terested him. As he Teased through
the village* the girls often provided
themselves with cotton seed bails,
which they call love ball*, and mane
dmes he was pelted with these low
missiles. Tie liftYll they were of course
sot intended to tesevey any message
to bin, but st the feertivitire whiob
lake peace during New Year'. these
eolored balls have a very imports-at
part be play. On these °cessions sett-
hie oonld be inaert• significant te a
roung man, for she is very caret./ e4,
throw It only to the particular young
elan whom sic would like' to marry
Thus she expresem her preference fee
one or another of the swaina if the
roan' man 'etches the ball, the fate
Is a sure indication that he wishes
to wed the girl, and th• eagsgernesit
might as well be announced at once.
But If he mimes the ball the feet Is
!testes that he does not reciprocate
the aft'eelles the maiden, desires Le
give him, and she' must find a lover
elsewhere. At all at her times the glens
Is simply a mode ot flirtation, whew
the maiden or man who fails to sited
the ball mutt pay a forfeit to the
tirerwer
0111•1a1 Ostia.
The gueex's footmen wear wigs
whisk hew eight rows of mols, whers
as *meet the pines of Waite are al.
erten rows, and *see of the
hid teem at Leaden eta Orem est
_
TUB ItIVENO1 OP Avow&
elite Vemimmast Iimatinactsit &emcee SI
S. Well D.viebies•il to goals
of Thom.
• number of authentie anecdotes
have been oollected by Le Tour du
Monde to illustrate the fact that the
sentiment of revenge Is very well de-
veloped in sonic animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example
have long memories ei‘en they are
subjected to treatment that Mirth
their feelings. Capt. Ithippe, of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
given an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the inci-
dent when he next saw the animal
and attempted to care*, him: but the
elephaen recognizing the practical
Joker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle neer-be
and diffused it over the officer's uni-
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephaetit at the siege
of Burtpore. Water was scarce and
In great demand, which gave unusual
valve to • well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and
Its driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pail of water, a very
large and strong elephant seized the
pail and drank the water. The smaller
elephant, conscious of his !Dierks?
strength, showed no resentrucut bet
bided his time. One day he axis his
enemy standing broadside by le nen.
The little fellow suddenly rushed for'
ward with all the energy at his com-
mend, butted the big one on the aide
and taint:tied him over into the well.
An Indian missionary tells of an Iry
discreet person whom he saw tea/shag
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
a pin and then feeding him with let-
tuce sated which no elephant has an3
use for. The animal was rather slow
In anger and he had not fully decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed,
whew he suddenly seised the man's hat
from his head. tore It into sheds and
lung the fragments into the face of
his tormentor.
A British magazine told, awhile
ago, of a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller melees, as he
was a fighter end never missed a
chance to mix up in a row. Most a
the dogs in the neighborhood bore
soars as evidenue of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them could match
bin in a fight. The Idea finally ow
marred to them, however, that there
Is strength in uspion, and so one night
shoot a dozen of them went to tee
home of the tormentor and thrashed
him within an inch of his life. The
milkman found next mornisof that his
dog was nearly dead from the wounds
hiltieted. When he recovered from the
scrimmage he was a c.hen gel dog', haw
tag wholly lost his taste for fighting.
dir Andrew Smith, a zoologist, told
fearwits that one day he sew a tame
baboon la South Africa bespatter with
mud ae officer, who, all spiel and span,
was on his way to parade. The officer
had frequently teased the animal,
which took this effective means of re-
venge.. Parrots also are among the
•nimale that do sot soon foreet per-
sons who tease or matte-ea. them.
They usealle find some waj to eve
torn* anpleseant moureot• to these
who are unbind It's them.
_
START 0: q;:z TRADL
111104•41 of the Orlirlan/ rmetere •.•
See Pt need on RublattIwis is Owe-
too Leathise lisesestttoss.
There .5 to be a &hoe oed teethes
expteettoi, is Boston, whtek routes.
IMPS to be the ...hart market for boets
sod shoe• in the l'nited States •n4
one feature of it is to be a repr. lute
eon of the original shoe facto,. I
the United Stotos, nem the New V oh
For many years after the settle
scent of the Arnerioan colase-s 00 ate
wept was made to CliAtisif•rturs
boots and shoes for the market, toes.
wear being imported frees England
eel France. This was a period
haod-made shoe. peoloosept,, .„ ,e
-owns large enough to have • ;ova:
shoemaker, he supplied all the aced.
d the inhabit/ante toe-n• not
.1unie enesigh le settee. „ ve,„4..„ cob
"let'a treveltne este-maker wett 'real
te peeve steppine 5 41% 0.•
IlloOk at each.
So far as is insowe, the first •noe
'actory it. Meenseenstette wee see
.tedin Ih.nvers. nos far from the.
eistorie house in which Oen Porter
• revoluttonsry fem., wisp born AO
-arty as 17146 various shoemaker. were
at work marrying, emoting end •!...e.
makieg at the orioinal facto., le
()sneer.
without undue expense, end as he
The urigins1 ohne factory of Thu
'eh can. it is be reproduced
boot aril shoe interest in Masasehe
setts is now net only well es:NrMihrff
eommereial prosperity,
hut enjoyitie oanettal atnetat of
with a. ergs,
foreion marltes than it seer had be.
Pore, it to thought probah'e *at the,
exhibition will be representative tm
many el oona
respects.
The e tries bo which Am,.
tem shoes are merit ere Austratls,
lengland, the West Indies, Cape To ma,
dredoo and Canada.
—
Mew to Incased.
The ma. who g• is the most salt of
We is the one who is always looking
sup, who is determined that everything
he does, every investment he makes.
shall leave him a little higher op, a
dttle further on. To learn, therefore,
how to spend for the higher ?sanitise
instead of the lower, so that the masa,
torallides, rather than the animal, may
be developed, is • problem that ogee
treats us.—eneepese.
Saar Seas Sea_
Eros will Ind a good mate RIM en
Wn. sf whom you tit not avast KIM .
Coro tbellage ghouw.—.jahaLletAuss011b
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MVO N Eft BUREAU.
BY TOM P. MORGAN.
There is • wreck down at Spoonar's
bolui•—• wreck that was formerly a piece
al blithe manhood, with • readied tendency
to talk and a wen on his head. The wreck
in question used to be saluted by his ered
Itors ILA Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, is the high's,
octave, now is sorrow and woe be tarp
quantities and a dilapidated bureau in rs
markahly small pleas
The bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner need to proudly he
ewe. Unfeeling neighbors used I. some
tines sneeringly remark that it had more
the appears.ace of having come in the Ark
But neighbors will carp and let their hogs
ran through your ca6beeeepatoli in wild
and bristly freedom, so ne will take thee
miters at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
subject that worried Spooner not before
the pall of darkness and bumps settled oyes
he happy home. How- to get it away woe
what agitated his mind.
Spooaer's enly, denpliter. Cyclosie, had,
it least, both so fortunate as to corral a
teatimes being, who made her his wife—and
the was Cyclonia Spooner no longer. It
Is net the purpose of the writer to die
tribute the ales that, but for this tea*
a attack at matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have boasts more altitudinous. Far iron,
it She simply ceased, as • Spooner, tc
make the menu at three daily repasts look
is if attacked by an Itinerant set, and to re
mark plaintively that woman's mission or
mirth was not clearly defined around the
edrsaS that their daughter had sueosseded
he committing matrimony in the first
degree, lir. and Mrs. Spooner resolved tc
do the proper and appropriate thing. Afoot
mach Centicular thought, they decided Is
peace% her the sacred bureau, arouse
which clustered each bsilsvud asioeiations,
like those Iodisation. to an aid buffalo.
robe.
The sawed bursas was located in the
mooed story of the Spooner domicile, is
the "spare' begrimes! Row to gee it down
dales was the qualities..
The time, several years before, whew
large the drerman, bad raised the pow
heroes piece of furniture to the seemed
story window, by means RI UNA rope tad
profaaity, was still fresh in Spoomensaaiwt
Be remembered that Jame hod measured
Iii. bwreau, which was as enormously do
reeved afialr sad teen had measured the
etarrielly.
**Too wide ter tbe stairs," was Jaw' veer
Let.
So without any more fuss be had pro
seeded to heal it up the ands of the hams
bad intro-lace it through • window.
But Spooaer considers himself • peer he
the way of mecentrated think, to any two
legged &armee that ever wore • hairy her
ror for • beard sad charge4 SO pieces if
silver for earryine a 50-mat trunk twe
blocks. He knew, without meseurtng. Neat
the stairs were wide 'newt' for the es
we.. Single-handed and alone be attacked
the lugubrious piece at fermiers in its ewe
motive spare bedroom.
By dint of meth palling and ea equal
sasouut of heading, be succeeded ia wrest
line it to the head if the etas-way, in spite
ef the lam that it seemed seminally t.
sock its there into, the floor. In • deter
mined effort to roast the departure.
°gain; ahead, he carefully lowered the
Daman toward himself. Tk• operation was
oily marred by the crane( solidest of aR
Ike Lowers dipping out at ere sad the
IRMO tame, sad all but the kat ea barb.
Mg mosso portion of Spooaer's perms as
they kin, a wooden shower, masa the, and
leaded below Is the "jog" el the data
smy. Tke last and heaviest drawer de.
Zet.idad lit, wrote side up, oa - Spooner'shem the regular order of proceed
beat shoulders and bowed bead. Hie held
m the Moyikswer heirloom slipped and the
mend piths isU forward rose him. tbe
nee strildag him wetly tee eab the thin
Down they want, with eL the enettommal
tad ceierity that attead the plumage el
hime rushing frantically dews the eorridere
rAf time.
Spooner was a trifk I. edemas* of the
bureau when both eneved In the "jog' el
be stairway.
The drawers which kA wale that...Loamy
a few second. before, lay in a confused heap
with all posaile• corner. upward to wel
some the nee haarione Spongier.
He landed so all these contere mid see
wal more that seemed to put in an appear
lace for that occasion only, and the en.
attest sad vindictive bureau stood armee
g on its head on his quivering eorporosity
A wild, untied yell. so sharp yet se vol
ominous that it startled the bate out of the
shimnesy and brought Mrs. Spathe: to the
ace of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" eh* shrieked
What, ohi what has happened to it/-
Presently • fano entre read up from the
Oath= of the pile Where Spooner was do
eig a sonteeticia act beneath the bureau:
'The precious bureau is uninjured as
pet," it said, "but I am mortally wound
wi by this esienet-mode demon!'
Frightesiest at the awful eonditios of ha
mouse, boned beneath a reountani of r•
morsel's. furniture sod with as inference
a his left, Ws. Spooner ma for mania.
.nee. Powently she returned with neigh
..or Kilter. By hie strone arm, the weak
4 manhood was drawn from beneath the
till saunas* liebioom of the Rouodheads
Another measurteropt was instituted, sae
A• fo-rner decision of Jana, the dray-man,
vas vindicated. The bureau would go ne
he-thee down the "jog," for the stairway
vas ntsi.h narrower from there dews.
Withoet a word, but with • terrible dark-
sine resolve depicted on his ecisno__51
timers, and nose severe/ lashes out se law
dumb, Stoma, assisted by Kilter, set to
work to force the bureau up to the top
if the ethers again. This they succeeded
• .ccouspliehing, in spite of the Puritanical
teammate, el time stubborn orthodox Mao
Id drawers.
Then Seesaw rolls It ever, and oyes,
ad, with the neigh` es aid, he balanced.
I • morarat on the e. reinehele
With • weds of almost titmlish 1,,y and
• srasmodie bitch to hi* psotaleoes, sloe
y. slipping sway from the detelies of his
me rear suspeeener beittosellpeouer pushed
the bureau, sow thoroughly frightened, out
Nerd, and it lard d througis the air like
the flight of a beam- sobbed meteor. With
crash, it leaded on the stone doorstep,
two stories below, nd was sethiog bet a
teak of its former grandeur.
Windygaseses esioible dor of the
leach-logged penonasien, had. lea • lace
rat before. been ;sawing an oversew
on the doorstep. Now to lay under the
ourese—enty a maim, reeellectioe, • hairy
weasseepot.
Cyolaafa got no moddiag perm* from her
parents; Spoon sot nothing hut a seeks
aseorttnesat el bumpa and &beefless tad
bill for Me said to be the vaA• of the
ate dog. To all of which be obnirgated
ne such plotereimee phrase that he sees.
hutch trial is tbe seer distance.
Miserable. disai iiposserl--43sad
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With Mb Read in a Hornet's WIWI
This Soldier Was Sate tress (be
!Caesar,. Fire.
9 was in Chickamauga park a
short while ago," said an old veteran
who had been discussing the reunion
it Memphia, to a New Orleans Times-
Democrat man, "and I was impressed
with the number of old veterans who
still hang around the hills that have
been made memorable in the °outl-
iers history by the fierce battle
that was fought there in the '60's
['here Is something pathetic about it
to me.
"They are typical of the charactet
at the man who followed the for
? 
••
•
•••••••.„
• • ••••.,
7:bNIVON,
PACE IN A HORNET'S NEST.
Oases of the lost cause. But many of
them see full of good stories, and
recall one story told me by an old
thafedtrate now running a livery
'table in Chattanooga. He Is fond of
loWeg it on himself. It was duress
One of the preliminary skirmishes at
nhickarnangs.
"The federal troops hod reaohed
the top of the hill, end the oontoder-
stes had been forced down pea the
other side. They hid behind stamps
ef trees, fell over beletzid loge and
sought other places of concealment
la their effort to escape Yankee bul-
lets. 'I fell over behind • log, with
my faoe dowse' said the Chattanooga
IntlrYineli, 'sad I could hear the
Yankee ballets whistling over my
head or burying themselves in the log
behind which I was hiding.
hugging up close to the log I
bad shoved my face in a hornet's
meet. The hornets covered my fad*
slid head, and I lay there picking
them off one at a time until I found
an opportunity to escape. Soon after
that I met a mimed looking soldier,
and he said: **Great goodness, Jim,
what on earth is the matter with
pear facer I told him I had shoved
it Into a hornets' neat while dodging
Yankee bullets. "You mast have suf.
Sired fearfully," he said. "Ile," I re-
pined, "I never expeneseed • more de-
licious feeling in my life." and really
I never enjoyed anything a* much as
I did the sting of those hornets."'
?he old liveryman chuckled over the
story, and no doubt be really fell
that the hornets' nest was a pleasure
resort ender the circumstances."
PUG ROBS MISTRESS.
Ng Steals Bask Deeks.D•eis le Val.
sable Property arid Moser t•
Slake a See.
• Mrs. Elizabeth Flecknoe, of No. 644
4 Metropolitan avenue, Williamsburg,
▪ • found some lost bank notes and
deeds of property under peculiar cit-
e geneetaaoss the other day.
Two weeks ago she discovered that
a tin box belonging to her had been
foreibly opened and $400 in bills, three
teak books midi property cued' stoke.
0
l'HE MISSING PAPERS mural
Mrs Fleckooe, alter a vela searele
Somplained at the Herbert street po-
lio* station, and said that only a per.
eon well acquainted with bet premises
eon Id have eionimitted the robbery.
The woman has a pet ptigdog, which
knew" every nook in the house. Fot
several days past Mrs.. Flecknois Led
noticed that this animal had found •
snug place to sleep behind a hat reek
in the parlor ball, sal when she re-
moved the rack to dust it she felled
the missing bank booke and deeds.
There wee no trace of the money
Mrs. Fleeknoe called the dog. When
the animal saw that she bad posses.
elon of the bank bookie and deeds it
Mined to seize them The police are
of the opinion that the dog has sides
the money.
Want. Its See PM Papa.
The son of John Smith is anerimie
No are hie dad, and pule this *elver
Usemeat in a Texas paper: "If John
fleattle who SO years ago deserted his
c
s; wife and babe, will retuta, mid
w11/ kaipek the Mutter eat
iks-* 44—
SEWERS HILLZD FOR MR. I num FASHION NOTES.
Bow York Illitatere Obliged If Pay
111100 Mr a Day's aisamiag
on a Mg Farm.
John Rendrielcson, a breeder of
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
en the Cot:hectors turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, r. Y., re-
mostly found tour of hie finest young
bolters in the field, all riddled with
charges of buckehot, which had em-
blem(' the bodies just behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that bunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, had passed over
his farm in quips, of partridge, and
that oriental bad been heard in the
ricinity'ot the field where the cattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd.
and it occurred to the owner as he
wan examining the wound. that
killed there that they loss a strong
resemblance...to doss by rtmeon of
that delicately formed fl.mbe. He
was seised with the idea that they
had been mletakea for deer by the
bunter..
Hendrickson weal to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He ascoortainen
their names and addresses in New
York and after coasiderable difficulty
located them. lie has just returned
after seeing them, and as a resell
of Ms viant be he $500 richer than
when he went to the atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
Prank Cl/swims, of Aflame. M. *vow-
ewes« seessainisty inettemosa•-
able DtillemIties.
Atlanta, a small tows south of
Illoomlagtoti. DI.. has in Prank Claw-
boa a fiddler whoa chief bid for
tame Hen ia the fact that he is with.
cut hands. Clawson bye bona • per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
sad his skill was such that he wee in
demand at every country donee in
that part of the country. Several
year. ago be was caught in a lids-
Lord and both bands were so badly
frown that they were •znputatod at
the wrist. Supposing that his Mi-
lling days were over, the old lasers-
meat was laid away by the owner.
Tim old-time longing to bring out
music became toe strong to be re-
dated, and he eoneeived the uaique
idea of playtag witkozo heeds. Be
male a eontrivonoe out of heavy
tare, which enethled him to wield the
tow. The matter of entering was
more Illineolt, but by hard prise:Ales
be trained the stump of his left hated
lia snake the necessary shifts fres
MN Meaty to ancetilitir, sad from pa
shies to position. With the ilddie
heM he pleas by his chin end knee.
and with lite help of his flare.
N's, Clawooss manage. to pla
smarty as mach suseesis as form dy
• YOUTHFUL GRAID/L41.
Kra Ousel/rtes. et lows Puna Sm.
CIALImie aeseeped fee flies
Mort liereirt,
--
A greeds...other as *11. th• record of
Mrs. James P. Carleton, Iowa Falls,
in., who elaime the distincti•n aiming
-he youngest grantimoth•r in the es.
ire northwest. Fibs is hoping tit be •
ererat-grandrnotker by the time saw
a 41.
Mr and Mrs Carlotta' were mar
ded in Ohio 19 yea re ago, Mrs. Carletoa
tieing only 11 year. old when she was
wooed, won and tad to the altar by he'
eenthful saboolmate. Lea. than twe
rears later, when only 13 years of age
bke became • mother. The tendency
toward ?arty marriages Is Is Carlow's
Mealy was transmitted to the daugb
tor, arid two years age, at the age of le,
die was married. Lest week she bo-
som* a mother.
Until recently James P. Carleton wee
postmaster at Iowa Yana, not a few
menthes ago he and his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn., wher• their daughter
god grandchild reside.
Ber...sest fee 11.....0ttag tb• genre
A promising movement has been
started In Virginia for the benefit ot
the negro population. The Idea oer
heated with Dr. Z. Jones. of Rich
aloud, and several prominent and
wealthy negrroes are associated with
aim. The Arst of the proposed set•
tlenients will be established near
Itichnioad. Ph-se of ten acres each
will be, laid off, and upon each will
be erehted a four-roomed log cabin
of antique style These plots will be
sold on easy installments plane to
opgroes anxious to bettor them-
selves They will be gives practical
said syetematto Instruction in farm-
Mg, an experienced expert frown the
instil '4 at Hampton being engaged
ea in- 'rector.
Plea a Predleitem Tunnel.
, A bold, remarkablia project is rev
foisting attention among Russian es
*Inver.. TI is proposed to conetrnet
• tunnel under the main chain of the
Caucasus mounesins from a point 44
exiles swell of Vlaftikathea. The tun
eel will be 13 miles lag and cost
11/6,000,000. AA soon as the Trans Si-
torten railway Is finished, it is be.
Hewed. title Caucasian tunnel, which
has the warm support of the sear
will be elommentied. Prom a military
and sommeretal polat of view the
wore will be 40 reel, hapertenee. &I
the only direct oenannaioestion with
Irsao-CsaSsida firma soothers Reseda
he by an erithaary read from Vieille
mime to Utia.
lloboolahe Bubo.
• yaws age ^ era were IOW pabalk
abash be Cabal will' nom eMMy
Paw Okla, are A910911* askosi 41011.
OMB. sod sow sehonin nos Ming
-
Sew Ideas tin Dress Ornanaentatties
is Zvi/Lose* in tbe up-ea-Date
Costanaeo,
A charming evening ge....01 for
young girl is of rich introit satin.
veiled with either white, gold or col-
*rod net, showing a delicate design of
lace or ribbon applique in a floral do
sign, alternating with roses or ca.
mellias sewn on in a studied careless
yeas, says tho Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal has intro
Lie& an effective novelty this meeson
namely, black velvet roses, about the
size of the palm of one's hand, ready
to applique onto silk, lace or chiffon
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawu. These roses make the most
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brides
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handsome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
Item, put on very hell and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society function in Penh
ene of the most picturesque and no-
neeable toilettes was of black vel-
ret. The Louis XVI. corsage formed
iouble-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decollee
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waiat behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline transpar-
ant lone loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a black velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be •
novelty, although unique awn exceed-
ingly beautiful example. ire continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers fel
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have tnrred
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of theseartieles.
which are truly works of art, is aufin
tient guarantee that they will not be-
tome too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments
Incrustations of lace are gaining in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on foulards,
especially white foulards, with tine
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
is always cut away from beneath the
lace, which elves it a light effect
White foulard with black Cltantilly
Incrustations is a good ecimbination.
It to less expensive than the very rick
embroideries and in man ways is
eery desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
• Oirestertsbie Oussiels That le 1114•117
Made at 111/ssee—lis *sties.
Oak Stale, Ste.
Few families, whether in town or
iountry, have sufficient closet space
in which to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way,
ln any case, is to lay them flatly
and smoothly in a box large eroege
to accommodate them st their full
length. Such a box may he made
at home in such a way as to serve •
double purpose—that of conch and
wardrobe combined. says the New
York Tribune. A stout hot of unpethe
en wood, six fret fun' inches long by
about three feet four hiehes wide. cam
be constructed by any big boy or bit
mother without diffienity. using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood
The cover should have a cross @frit
sear each end, and must he Armly
hinged on the box. Line the frigid. of
the box and lid with a Ferri: roile cpm.
brie or silepia Then nail e cushion
deep and springy, to the top. This
cushion may be made of an old hair
mattress picked to pieces and put in
new ticking of the proper size, or of
"wool waste," or may be procured at
tittle expense from so upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz In
Saw plaits all around the hot, and cover
be toe separateey. finishing the edge
of the latter with a full pinked ruchtne
of the tebrie to conceal the opening
'Lea a strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift it, sad it is well to
fasten a piece of strong tape at each
sod to lid and box, to geoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped with pillows and with an at
Khan tbruern over the foot, thi• makes
a comfortable couch by day. and et-en
ay night if necessary.
An excellent Ital table tots country
nous, was evolved out bog ago by an
ingei lous girl from an ordinary tne
tipin,ed kitchen table without a leaf
The sawed two inches from the legs,
then stained the whole with a black
Hain. made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put in •
stone jar, with just enough Pater te
*over them, and left to simmer of.
Grove for half a dna This liquid .
inplied to the wood and left to 0.
teinegar in which • number of ruso
nails had been ateeped wa• then
brushed over, and repeated until the
mble acquired a good antique oak col-
oring. Brass rollers were then fas-
tened on the legs si 4 no old-f.ehioned
brass handle put on the drawer, 'Web
with stained inside to match the ant'
side, and served for hoidinggioves,ete
A scarf of dark red leather was foe
ailed (Iowa the inido:4 of the table wale
brass headed title.. and. beboldl areal.
ly handsome 'old I ale" hall tablet
Asti a (ash olio.
Willie—Pa, is p. litnea a profesidee
er a business'?
Pa—Well, that (*puede upon cite
emnstasem. If yr Wire ea the wit"-
slag side It's a I lellamme—Philadat.
thla Prem.
BILK CULTURE PLANS WONDERFUL BRAIN WORE» '
fecrstary Wilson to Encourage Des
velepment of the Industry.
weal Ask Congress tor $10,0011 Soo tka
TerDose et Preliminary Test and
larsottarstion if Wluat Cu Be
Done In Vatted Stets*.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
el agrisulture, is determined to re-
n•e interest ill the cultivation of silk
worms and mulberry trees le tie
United States, and the sum of $10,0u0
which he has asked congress to give
him to develop silk culture in the
United States for a preliminary test
and investigation, will be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has some
spare time for the work in the planting
of mulberry trees sad the care of silk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for is
3anted Secretary Wilson will turn his
attention first to the south, on account
of the large amount of cheap labor
to be procured there. It the results
in the south are at all satisfactore
I a the men, women and even the
children will be appealed to by the gov•
eminent to lend a hand in establishing
a new industry.
,"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of milk culture. Tb- ears
Is about all done In the spring, and it
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of 'pureess will have at bit
disposal 80 mulberry trees to be given
away to his eonstituents. I think it
likely that I shall tall upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tusk-ogee, Ala. He is ready there
I. take hold of the experiment and
Ito much in a short time in educating
the people in silk culture.
"So far as I am concerned, I know
silk culture can be made a success in
this oesatry. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar industry
would be • ractiess, but it is a success,
and the total yield this year will be
100,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing exoellent tea plants in this oonn-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way—
that is, In steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
spon the 1 . The Yankee can stir
mount almost any obstacle, and he tin
medistely improves almost any ides
err industry be imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
euittimp Ger v  et Ilswesit OM*/
Anteriese Mosey ter 17•• to
time Was&
Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian silver coins into correspond-
rag coins of the United Statea and for
the immigration of.. limited number of
Mines. laborers conditioned upon
their emceeing In agricultural pursuits
only during their residence in the tor-
eitory mad Caeir return to their own
son try epon ceassing to be farmers are
the thief recommendations of H. Z.
Cooper, acting governor of Hawaii, ia
kis annual repo 1.
The prosperity of the Islands accord-
tag to the acting governor. depend. on
the suocesstul and economical produe-
tion of surer. "The employment of
Chinese •nd Japanese by the planters,"
he says, '`  haw and never will In-
terfere with either American skilled or
anakfiled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained it
means millions of dollars spent for ma-
slithery, building materials, toola steel
and iron and other supplies of Amore
can manufacture."
Wow Jersey's Pure Feed Law,
What is said to be the strictest pure
food law In the United States has just
gone into affect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state dairy cone
milestoner has been abolished sod hie
duties have come under those of the
thief food inspect .r. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
san come into use for human con-
sumption ass food or drink in included
under the law. The inspection will
even take In canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it. they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
tbe analysis to be made from time to
dine shows them to be unfit for hu-
man food.
Disproves Keel Ilbeery.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D.
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now ear
lain that he has disproved Dr. Koch',
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tubercelosie are not intercom
atunicable. Dr. Barney said Iasi
night that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.
Koch's theory.
lerisioaere in Britisb ladies Jails.
No fewer than 687,884 prisoaers
were ii. the prisons of British India
in 189e-1900---ein increase of 92,064
Over the number for 1891. Of this
huge total only, 24 5.55 were female",
Which is a smaller proportion than
Is western conntriee.
Gift of a liridpo.
A new form of benefaction to •
!few England town Is that token in
the pits ,ef Irene s Schell. of Nine
York. who Imo rives eveibt •
Somas a 534.e0C -
Illoovy Wks Vireo tit* liesamtse ad
maraca sa time Vatted bumps
Railway Postal 'eremite.
Millions of people are complaintp.
nowadays of heir g taxeo
but an army of ...len to employ!
of Uncle Sam are burdened with
mental practice unheard of, as re-
gards extent, in any other country of
the world. Things that a railway,
postal clerk must remeinler have in-
ereased in such volume that t oe would
think every cell of his brain would
be filled v..ish the name of st tiost ofece
sr raiiwee connection, stud the won-
der is t. at the clerk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Despite
these facts cases of insanity among
this class of public servants are rare,
says the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago postal clerk mainta i tied
for several years a record of 21,000
cards (which take the place of letters
at examinations) with an average per
cent. of correct dearibution of a fruo-
tion over 99 per e.nt. He knew how to
reach that many offices in several
states by the shot test, quickest settee,
ard he knew ti.. correct location of
each office in its state.
A clerk on the New York end Chi-
!Ago railway post office natio knew
the correct locateen of every.post on.
ace in a group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin. Indiana.
Minnesota, Son.ti Dakota end Ne-
braska. In these seven states there
are 12,317 post (Meth. Not only is the
!leek required to be "up" on the gen-
eral scheme, vele h means the correct
location of the poet offices in tech
state, but he must know how to reedit
the whole 12.000 post offices from one
or more stations.
A clerk running between Chicago
and filluneapolis underwent-no fewer
than 78 examinations in 15 yeera,
learning 13,306 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. Ito
some of the examinations he was roe
quired to make a Chicago city distil-
button, which means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate of
mile a minute he must distribute let-
ters to the carriers of the Chicago de-
livery. Be must know not only where
every public building and leading seer-
mntile house is located, but also hove
to divide the numbers on a particu-
lar street so that he can "tie out" hie
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
lag to the route of the latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations Ins
ten months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In 20
examinations he came out of nine ad
them with a clear 100 per cent. each.
Think of such • task, taking into
consideration the puzzling similarity
of names that are used to designates
poet offices! 'Theo. too, must be con-
sidered the fact that there are bun-
deeds of cases wiere in each state be
a post office of the Name name. For
Instance, in the states named above
there are five post offices named Herne
Elton. six Grants, four Garfield., Coma
Genevas, four Smithvilles, for Spare
tan and five Jefferson', and so on.,
in some instances there is a post ofe
ice of the same name in each of the
seven states. As one may Imagene.,
this only tends to confuse the average
mind.
THE MOUNTAIN LION.
• 1.44 '41.4plort Illeeels-fted-Teasbed
1•1155 er of ii • ca. Tribe- Sew
Hex I fat r11.11.
From a story in St.. Nicholas we
eaip this description of the old time
aionntain lion:
There was a time when the Amerie
eta mountain lion was 011A of the
most formidable anienals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
eau sae enereaserie item wee see we owe
most terribly armed and powerful of
the cat ramiiy. Is was a oompect
mass of hard and tough muscle an
gristle, with bones of iron, sarong
Java, sharp teeth, and claws like.
eeel penknife-blades. It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quiele
covered with a mail-cost of loose skin
that was as tough as leather. It had,
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it bad
Um proverbial nine lives of the cat
tribe.
Against such an animal it was
hopeless to match dogs. It was said,
In the school-books of 40 years ago.
that "three British mastitis can pall
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; but they would hmve
been sorry of they had tackled a full-
grown American mountain lion of
that time. He was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if be had
been "pilled down," that was exactly
the position in which he fought best..
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
lag free, aided by his terrible teeth.
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position—well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar
haunted tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the home of the
I northern winter blizzard; but he at-
1 tatted his greatest sise and ferocity
ion the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arisoi.a.
I Thee* animal. are no longer whatthey were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot twee to fine any of the
old-time power or ferocity.
Cilligetners tee Royal Rending.
; As his children attained the age of
ten King Edward had everything con-
Owning them which appeared in the
newspapers, pasted into albums, and
these were handed over to them whole
they reached years of discretion.
prince of Wales, how ver, began alt
beginning, an4
has a volume of
dating from the
1104/11
eavewas. 
This excessively hot weather saps
strength and vitality. You feel tired
and worn out all the time; your ener-
gy. is gone; every organ in the body
needs toning up; you become billimas
and feverish. Take a Bile Capsule
tonight at bedtime. It will dispel all
tile and impurities from the system,
and tone up the liver. Tomorrow
continue taking VINOL, the Recon-
structive Tonic. It is GUARAN-
TEED to make you feel better.
The Bile Capsule costs you nothing.
The VINOL is $1.00 per bottle. Both
are guaranteed and sold only at
McPHER.SON'
DRUG. STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. 'to.
Cor. 4th and Broadway.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
WANT
COLUMN
BOARDING for ladies or gentle-
men at 754 Harrison street. New
phone 877.
WANTED--4airst-class cook for
small family. Inquire at 408 Wash-
ington street; e tf
FOR RENT-Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR RENT- Three downstairs
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant
and cistern water. Apply 513 North
Sixth.
FOR SALE-My farm in Arcadia;
-an° full blooded Jersey cows. Apply
to T. L. Criee or myself. Mrs. L. M.
Bloomfield.
FOR RENT-House at 514 Clay.
Sewer connections and all improve-
ments. Call 533 North Sitxh, or
phone 1418, old phone.
LOST-Lady's gold watch; name
Alice F. Leeder eagraved on back.
Finder returning watch to Utterback's
grocery will be liberally rewarded.
LOST-One water spaniel dog,
eleven months old; comes to call of
"Buck;" black in color. Return to
-Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
street, for reward.
FOR SALE-A two-story frame
..dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep-
tion hail, hot and cold water, good
-obt buildings, nice yard with shade
trees. Wil sell on terms to suit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
.924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 630.
Thursday Morning, Aug. to, 191,5.
• 
LOCAL NEWS
-The Paducah Packing canipany
-makes its first run of the season to-
day.
-Born, to the wife of Owen
Grubbs, of 219 Kentucky avenue, a 9-
roun4 girl baby.
-Fair and warm weather is the pre-
diction for teday. Last night like
ye er-rclay was close and rather warm.
-Mark Brizzolara has sold his sa-
boon on South Third street to L. B.
Ragan. Mr. Brizzolara thinks of go-
ing to Central America later in the
year. a
-As the first, boat starts across the
river this morning Messrs. Frank
Scott and Clyde Cooper will be two
p.-ssengers who are going to land a
heavy quantity of fish at"the lakes, so
they say.
Luther Martin, one of the soldier
boys at the encampment who lives in
Cynthiana, was admitted to the city
hoapital yesterday. He belongs to
' Company "F," and is suffering from
malarial fever.
-The little daughter of Rev. Mr.
Tally, of near Sinithland, while rid-
ing in a buggy, was kicked in the
face by a fractious horse and pain-
fully injured. Her cheek and nose
were ctit and two teeth knocked out.
-The caulkers' strike continues.
The men show no disposition to give
in, and are tieing supported by the
national union. The ways and docks,
too, are holding out, and seem to he
working an formerly with son-union
men. The striae has lasted for four
.,*weeks.
-Mt. C. C. Lee, the wall paper deal
er, hag moved from Seventh and Hus-
bands streets to his new home in the
county one and one-half miles be-
yond Oak Grove cemetery. He hag
1 uilt a new house and is nicely sur-
rounded by, fifteen acres of excellent
'farming land.
--Mr., Ben Michael has written
from Cairo that he would arrive here
. in a few days an open up his pawn-
broker's Shop on Broadway next to
the Western Union Telegraph office.
Mr. Simdfr Michaelson, who will sue-
ceed Mr. Michael at Cairo, has gone
to the markets to purchase his open-
ing
Vrinesota
Wee during
lassood =ore
Personal Mention.
: 
-
Alfas Mary Boswell is visiting in Ev
ansville.
Mr. E. T. Conner, of Murray, was
in the city yesterday.
Dr. H. D. Chipps, of Corinth, Miss.,
is visiting in the city.
Mr. D. Garth, of the Eagle Fluor
Spar company, is in the city on busi-
ness.
Mr. Enoch Browder, of Fulton, was
in the city yesterday.
Miss Helen Lowry leaves Friday
for Louisville to visit Miss Sarah
Haiden.
Mrs. Florence Mocquot and Mrs.
Dennis Mocquat leave today for
Lawrence and Monteagle, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Henry Grace leave the
lstter part of this month for Califor-
nia, where they will remain about two
months.
Mrs. C. J. Abbott and daughter,
Miss Lillian Abbott, left yesterday
I for Golconda and Dixon Springs, Ill.
` Mr. Henry Mammen, Sr., and (laugh,
ter, 'Mrs. Frank Fetter, and Master
Roy Fetter left yesterday for Osvens-
boro to visit Mr. John Mammen and
family.
Messr-. Gus Thomas, Joe Warner,
W. J. Webb and Judge Joseph Rob-
bins, of Mayfield, were here yesterday
en route far Murray to attend the cir-
cuit court there. ..
Mrs. Frank Murray and little daugh
ter, Anne Bradshaw Murray, leave to-
day for Odgen, Utah, to join Mr. Mur
ray, after a several weeks' visit to
Mrs. Murray's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
E. R. Bradshaw.
Miss Alma Oranz, of Princeton, re-
turned home yeaterday after a visit
to friends here.
Mr. J. M. Bugg was in Clinton yes-
terday on business.
Mr. Clyde Allen, of the Palmer
Transfer company, is spending his
vacation at Lowes, Ky.
Mts. Al Bishop has returned from
Dixon Springs.
Miss Willy° Land and brother„,Mr.
Finley Land, of Frankfort, are the
guests of their brother, Grover Land.
Mrs. Guy Pullen and children have
returned from a visit to Farmington,
Ky.
Mrs. Kate McChesney and daugh-
ter, Grace, returned to l'rinceton yes-
terday after a visit :a Mr. and Mrs.
L. M. Oranz, of Kci.,ucky avenue.
Mr. James W. Warrior is home
from Russellville, where be has been
on business.
Miss Ada Pith ha, returned to her
home in Hopkinsville after a visit to
Mr. Boulwate on South Sixth. street.
Mrs. Heary Grace. Miss Marjorie
Bagby, ai:d Mrs. George Gilbert
went to Cairo yesterday.
Miss l:ary May, of Central City, is
the guet of Mist Ethel Calms-i, of
Madisor: street.
Mr. f . I- Van Meter has returned
from a trip to St. Louis.
Mr. ' orenzo Emery leaves today
on his - sst trip krt. the National To-
bacco c aupany ofaNashville, Tenn.
Mrs. 'a G. Rudolph, of this city, is
visiting at Melber, Ky.
Dr. Li'lard Sanders, who is at Bat-
tle Creek, Web, for his health, is im-
proving.
Miss A:.,:e Buddeke, of Louisville.
is visiting I er sister, Mrs. A. J. Roth,
or Trimble street.
Conductor Cortes Blaney left yes-
terday for We; Baden Springs, lads
ti join his wife and her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Waller E. Stegale
have gone to Red Boiling Springs.
Inds after a visit to Mr. and Mrs. Jas.
F. English.
Mr. J. C. Rieke left last night for
Union City on a drumming trip
Miss Marjorie Scott returned Tues-
day from a visit to Mineral Mound.
Judge D. L. Sanders is expected to
return today from his sojourn A Echo
Springs, Livingston county. His
friends will regret to learn that he is
not so well in spite of his pleasant so-
journs
Mr. Charles 'Webb, of Srnithland,
was in the city yesterday for several
hour, mingling among his host of
friends here.
Mr. Claude Baker, clerk in the office
of the Water Car Builder, T. M.
Poughan, of the local 1. C., is the fath
er of a fine RH baby.
Mir. Thomas Basket* is in Paris,
Term.
Mr. Tom Greif, of Vine Grove, is
visiting friend's in the city.
Judge Henry Hughes is home from
French Lick Springs, Ind.
Attorney Jake Corbett. of Wickliffe.
44aS 111 the city ye.sterday.
Mr. Joe Miller left yesterday for
Echo Springs.
Dr. Thomas Moss and wife, of
Woodville, were in the city yesserday
en route heime from a brief visit in
the South.
Mr. Paul and Miss Annie Diuguid
have gone to Murray to vista their
grandmother, Mrs. C. M. Diuguid.
Mr. J. P. Sleeth and wife have gone
to Chicago and New York and Atlan-
tic City.
Mr. Ed P. Noble, president of the
Globe bank, who has bet.') in Chicago
several days, is expected home Fri-
day.
Mir. and Mrs. Charles J. Kiger re-
turned yesterday from Smithland.
Proprietor Bud Dale, of the New
Richmond, has been ill thie week.
Mr. J. E. Bugg, the tie man, has
gone to Clifton, Tenp.
Miss Helen Ripy, of Lawrenceburg.
Ky., who bag visited the city before,
and Miss Jane Carter, .of Lexington,
iKy., will •arrive today to become theguests of- Mis• Hattie Hisey. at the
home of her sister, Mrs. Dr. L. 
Sanders, on South Sixth street,afor
some days. These charming ladies .
4,1 ill find a most cordial IA elcome to
•h 
), •
e city.
Mrs. Pauline Michael has gone to
Cincinnati on the Rees Lee with her
daughter, Miss Juliet, to be treated
by a specialist for catarrh. They will
be accompanied by Mrs. Ed Cohen
and children.
Attorney John G. Miller will go to
Murray this morning.
Mr. William Goheen and Mr. W.
H. Winters, of Birmingham, are at
the New Richmond.
Mr. William Crow and family, of
Ballard county, are visiting the family
of Coroner J. F. Crow.
Attorneys Gus Thomas and Joe
Warner were here from Mayfield
.Tuesday.
Mi. Henry Crouch, of Eddyville,
and Mr. Oscar Hank went to Mayfield
last night on business.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bennett, of St.
Louis, are guests at the St. Nicholas.
Mrs. Lloyd Baker returned yester-
day from Dixon Springs.
Mr. F. G. Rudolph and W. C. Tits-
worth left last night for Saltillo,
Tenn., on the steamer Clyde.
R. N. Adams, of Boston, has ar-
rived here to install a new system of
bookkeeping for the street railway
and power plant and other property
Messrs. Stone & VVIebster will take
over in a few days Mr. Adams is
connected with the accounting de-
partment of the gentlemen namedP.
Misses Mary and Katie Grogan re-
turned yesterday from a visit to Miss
Sibil Gill, in Memphis.
• 'Col. John Parham, of Cairo, came
up to the Purchase Pride yesterdayjust to see 'how his ninny friends were
standing the summer. He was, armed
with a health certificate, which from
his looks seemd e a waste of paper.
Sheriff David Reeves, of Benton,
was here last night.
Sheriff Edwards, of Paris, Tenn.,
is in the city.
William Johnson and Edgar Fergu-
son. of Benton, are in the city.
J. M. Luttrell has returned from
Smithiand, where he went to bring
dcnvn a Taft of loge.
Tom Williams, the lumber man of
Gilbertsville, is in the city.
H. T.. Davidson, of South Tenth
street, who has been in the marine
guard service for sot* months, cruis-
ing in Japan and China, has returned
home, being in bad health. He is
home on a permanent discharge from
service.
D. G. 'Hearne. who is interested in'
mineral properties in Livingstonand
Crittenden counties, this state, think.s
of coming here to make his home. He
was here yesterday and made such an
announcement. He has lately been
residing in St. Louis, though for-
merly lived in Wheeling. W
Electric Light Notice.
All bills are due and payable at the
office of the company, rao South
Fourth street. Current will be dis-
continued if bills are not paid on or
before August so.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
Legislative Pniniary Today.
A Democratic primary election will
be held in Ballard and Carlisle today
to nominate a candidate for Reprp-
sentative. There are three candidates
before the people, namely, John T.
Davis, of Carlisle, present representa-
tive; W. T. White, of Wickliffe, son
of Judges Jas. D. White, and J. H.
Wyatt, who fives in North Ballard.
Notice to the Public.
'Health certificates are required by
the Cairo city authorities from all
parties entering that city. 'Passen-
gers on the Str. Dick Fowler must
secure these before leaving Paducah.
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A.
Painfully Injured.
Mr. Dick McGregor. the well known.
newspaper man, was the victim of an
accident Tuesday that i, causing him
much pain. While attempting to
board a street car at Eleventh and
Broadway he was thrown to the
ground and run over by a passing
buggy. Mr. McGregor is not confined
as his room, however.
Mrs. W. C. Schofield will open her
vocal class Sept. 1st and will accept
a limited number of pupils. Appli-
cations addresses to her residence,
408 South Third street, will reach her
in Chicago.
Dance Tonight.
, The icio5 Baseball Club will give
a dance at Wallace's Park tonight.
,Everybody Invited, and a pleasant
time assured te all.
HART & ROGERS, Mhnagere.
• Ice Cream Social.
The Third street Methodist church
ail! give an ice cream social at Capt.
Frank Farnsley's at Ninth and Ten-
nessee streets Thursday evening.
Complimentary Dance.
There will be a dance given Friday
n;ght at Wallace park in honor of
Gov. Beckham and his staff. The
dance will be given by the young men
of the city.
Capt. W. T Ellis, a leading mem-
ber of the Owenaborosbar, and well
known throughout Kentucky, is very
ill with typhoid fever.
River Ripplings.
.
Cairo ao.9 1.0 fall
Chattanooga ..  2.1 0.7 fall
'Cincinnati 
 
 11.4 1.4 fall
EEvansville .. 
 8.t La rise
Florence
-missing.
'Johnsonville 30 0.1 fall
Louisville 
 
 5.3 0.4 fall
;Mt.' Carmel 
 5.2 0.3 tali
'Nashville 
 8.1 oa fall
Pittsburg 
 6.2 0.3 prise
Mt. Vernon 
 6.9 ... rise
Paducah 
 
 
7.7 0.7 fall
i• Stages Yesterday
Dr. Sidney Smith will be back in
his office over Glob* Bank & Trust
Company about Ausaat 10.
Rivers.
The Jim Duffey and Pavonia have
gone into the .Tenneseee river after
ties.
The John I. Hopkins will be to-
day's Evansville packet.
The Reuben Dunbar is due from
Clarksville.
The Clyde left with a number 'if
passenger's for Tennessee river.
The Peters Lee is late on passina
from Cincinnati to Memphis, and is
expected any time.
The Kentucky will arrive today
from the Tennessee river.
The river is still falling at this
point.
The Dick Fowler arrived at 11:15
last night from Cairo.
L. P. HEAD TO GO TO DENVER.
Will Represent the Local Aerie of
Eagles in 'National Aerie.
The local aerie of Eagles miet last
night at 8:30 o'clock in Elk's hall. It
was the first gathering since the night
of the organization of the lodge. The
attendance was large and among the
number were several of the militia
boys, who are Eagles. The lodge
elected L. Robert Sory as aerie phy-
sician, but postponed the selection of
trustees for the body until the next
meeting. The aerie decided to send
a representative to the national aerie.
which is to convene for a seven-days'
session in Denver on the lath, and
Louis P. Head was chosen to the
place. Mr. 'Head wild leave the city
tonight for Denver and may tour the
section before returning to the city.
FILES SUIT IN CALIFORNIA.
An Exalladucahian Wants Divorce
From the Wife He Had to Wed.
It is gathered from a San Francis-
co despatch that Will E. Spann, for-
merly of this city, has filed suit in
the courts there for divorce from his
wife, Laura. In the suit Spann al-
leges that while a resident of this
place he was forced, at the muzzle of
a pistol, to wed Laura Fetter, and
that for this reason he wished sepa-
ratiori. He declares in his petition
that Spann is an Oise, which will be
news in this city, where he resided
several years, being connected with
several laundries, and where he did
the courting which led to hie forced
marriage.
Tobaccc Sales Yesterday.
At the J. W. Farmer warehouse
yesterday the sale of toaacco was
about the same as the previous week
in regard to prices.
At this warehouse 30 hogsheads
were offered, the prices being $3 50 to
$5.00 for lugs, and $5.25 to $7.50 for
leaf.
The Western District Warehouse
offered ao hogsfit-ads at prices $3.75
to $4.25 for lugs, and $5.00 to $6.5o for
leaf.
Continued Over Until October.
The big tax suits filed in Living-
sion county against the Standard Oil
Company, the Ayer-Lord Tie Com-
pany, the Holcomb-Lobb Tie Com-
pany, etc., have all been continued
over until Oetober. These snit- ag-
gregate a million dollars and the com-
panies have prepared to fight the as-
sesaments and the paying of taxes
through all the court,.
Drunken Wonsen Arrested.
Five females from West Kentucky
avenue were arrested yesterday aft-
ernoon by Officers Potter and Gou-
rice on a drunk and disorderly
charges. They were parading the
Wiest Side district in an antagoniz-
ing fashion. The names of the girls
were: Lotta Jacobs, Wanda Lam-
bert, Emma Ward, Viola Leigh and
Nellie Edwards.
Now Located in California.
Me S. W. Banks, who was editor
and manager of the Evening Ledger,
which was published about two years
ago for several months for the Good
Government League, is now located
in Eureka, Cal. He is managing edi-
tor of the Herald, an evening paper.
Eureka is a town of 12,000 popitla-
tion, and has four newspapers.
NOTICE.
All persons having accounts against
the firm of Mark & Mlorris will please
present same to me at once at lit
South Third street.
M. BRIZZOLARA.
Aug. 9, 1905
Galvanized Rubber Roofing
ranted for steep or flat roof or over
old shingles, requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co.,
Chicago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
Subscribe fox the Register.
war-
;
Alter The Ball Game
WHEN YOUR THROAT IS DUSTY AND PARCHED
"WET YOUR WHISTLE" WITH A LONG, COOL
DRINK OF
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
THERE'S NO BEER LIKE IT, THAT PECULIARLY
SATISFYING QUALITY CAN ONLY COME WHERE
PURE MALT AND HOPS ARE BLENDED WITH
BRAINS IN THE BREWING. BELVEDERE IS
THE BEST, SAY THOSE WHO KNOW-AND YOU
WILL KNOW WHEN YOU TRY IT.
paducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Ask Your Grocer
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR
he Standard Flour of ,
The World.
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DONT ASK YOUR FRIENDS-WE FURNISH SE.CURITY.
PLD PHONE NO. aoa.
AN ACCUlltATION OF BUSI-
NESS DISPOSED OF BY
REFEREE BAGBY.
Creditors First Meetings Set in Two
Cases, Some Sales Ratified and
Orders Made.
- -
Referee in Bankruptcy Bergby con-
sidered and dispased s 4 an accumula-
tion of business yesterday.
The private sale of the cigar stock
of Shelton & Brown to T. 0. Fisher
for $1,000, was reported and ratified.
The public sale to W. R. Holland for
$625 was previously rejected
A 4 per cent dividend war; declared
in the case. of J. J. Bleicis and the re-
cent sale of his stock ratified.
It was annuancesel that the first
creditors meeting in the case of W.
G. Harris & Co. and L C. and Will'
Linn, of Murray, moulif be held on the
19th. The final order of the distribu•
tion of the estate of W. A. Young
was mede.
In the case of G. W. Kirkland, of
Fulowi, the first creditors meeting
will be held on the izth.
The City National bank filed an
amended claim as to the Nortonville
Geed company's stock of the Hessig
estate and claimed by the bank. This
claim is in answer to exceptions taken
by fiesnies trustees.
A Silly Quarantine.
It is announced that, the state of Il-
linois has rittarantineA against Ken-
tucky and tallanessee. Inspectors will
meet the folats and trains at Brook-
eort and Metropolis and no certifi-
cates from here will be recognized un-
less the b&der, has been here five
days or more.,, What a useless piece
of extravagance if not wlint- a farce
will be And' a quarantine. Barth Ten-
nessee and Kentucky are as free of
yellow fever or other illness as Illi-
noise and expect to so continue.
1GIRL GETS SALOON LICENSE.
Attempted Suicide With Morphine..
Last night about to &clock an in-
rrate of Nell Gape's Kest Kentucky
avenue resort wan friend in a stupor.
Dr. Robertson was celled and pro-
nounced it a case of attempted suicide
with morphine. He set about to save
her life and at 2 o'clock this morning
pronounced her net of danger. ht is
the old' story of despondency ore-r her
life. "Vbe name of the woman could
orsh be learned as that of Arleta*.
Mies Margaret Loaphol Agrees to Sell
Bottled Beer Only.
Newport, Ky, Ait. 9.-Judge liii-
scm has put an end to the fight which
has been bitterly waged by certain
residents of Brent Station, in their
effort to prevent the granting of a
tavern license top pretty Miss Mar-
garet Leephol, of that town. He is-
sued a saloon license to Miss Lesphol
today. When she announced her in-
tention, po.e ; • a ,.5 opening a
tavern and saloon at Brent Station,
the temperance advocates did all in
their power to prevent the granting
of the license, but when Tuesday
morning came it developed that the
advocates of total abstinence had
withdrawn from the fight, and fudge
Hisaem issued the license. Miss Les-
phol agree., however, to sell battled
beer only.
Miss Puryear Better.
Mr. J. R. Puryear is in receipt of
a letter from hie wife, who was called
too Dixon, Ma on account of the P.1-
neee ol their daughter, Ries Letha
Purytwr, which stated ssh was rest-
log better and would soon Iv! able
to return home.
Small Boys Fight.
Yesterday afternoon early, on
Broadway and Sixth street. Lee
Campbell, aged 13, and white, and
Marion McCauley, aged ia and col-
ored, got into a fight in which each
used a brick on the other. The ne-
gro threw the brick first. Both were
painfully cut with the bride Too free
use of the tongues of the bops caused
the fight The lads were- arrested by
Sheriff Potter and Deputy Lydon,
who happetaed along.
Got License to Wed.
Ira E. Bird, aged so. and Myrtle
Hoyle,i7. a Union co linty, itl cps' °rad!
couple were licenses to marry yestcr
day.
Geo. Edmundis, aged' ra, and (.,
Cary, aged 23, colored, I, the
were licensed to marry Tuesday.
Telt Wadicins, Nlanion. 114., aged itij
and Ida Lambert, of Crest Springs.F;., aged 18, were also licensed' to.
marry Tuesday.
Married Last 
.Evening.
Wednesday afternoon shortly after
live o'clock Mr. Lon Belt aad• Mies
Pearl Hesson were married by Jus-
tice Young his office on South,
Fourth street. Mr. Belt is a well-
known young- bartender of the South
Side. The bride formerly lined in
Princeton, and is quite pretty. They
will reside en the north side of the
city. • ; frr111111131
Realty Transfers.
Few records of really transfers are
now Red with the county clerk.
Those of yesterday were:
Jolla Leidbeckee to J. G. and M. K.
Harris for EX*, property in the
corerity.
C. E. Jennings, and others, to A. R.
and W. B. Angle, for $900. Proesetqf
on the Hayfield road.
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